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Chapter 1.
Introduction*
The beginning of the 19th century presents a picture of
England, nervous, unsettled and uneasy.

A brief surve^ of the

changes that had been taking place during the preceding century
if; important to compr-ehend the causes of this unrest.
England v;as not truly Democratic, there v;as no institution
which the aristocracy did not control; and this was particularly
true of central and local 5'ov3rnnient.

?o ;7srful interests were

continually on the watch to fill'any empty seats in Parliament
with creatures who would voice their opinion, TO that the times,
when uniform franchise enabled every householder who did "watch
and ward" to vote, were forgotten almost.

Before this new state

of affairs, the qualifications for voting were clear cut.

The acot

and lot and potwallopsr boroughs demanded a uniform qualification
of six months residence in 1736.

-orae boroughs in this category

fixed the franchise on the payment of poor rate or church rate;
in other boroughs the only stipulation v/as that the voter had
not been a charge on the poor rate.
Boroughs classified ap Burgage attached the vote to the
possession of property.

The electorate in such a case consisted

of owners of land, houses, shops or gardens, and the qualification
for voting depended upon the possession of title deeds which went
by the name of 'snatch papers' because of the speed with which
many title deed^ changed hands at election times.

(2)

Next there were corporation boroughs in which the
corporation had obtained the right to elect, independently of
the burgesses.
The Freemen boroughs appear to have limited the franchise
to inhabitants who belonged to the trade guild.
In outline, this is the political picture that existed
before the aristocracy began to concentrate pov/er in their hands.
This they did by buying the larger part of the property within
boroughs in which they wished to control representation.

Tv/o

towns, Aldborough and steyning are quoted as particular examples.
Again Lord Radnor could claim ninety-nine out of a hundred
burgage tenures at Downton, because the burgage property that
granted enfranch!sement to its owner was a ploughed field. Residential
qualification did not prevent Lord Lonsdale from obtaining a
majority in Easlemere.

He adopted the -imple if expensive

expedient of settling a colony of Cumberland miners, in
satisfy thib condition.

order to

Corporation boroughs often fell under the

rule of "a patron" who bribed the members of the Corporation with
money, v/ith livings or clerkships in the btate departments,
cadetships in the navy and in India."
not escape this unscrupulous invasion.

Freemen boroughs did
Vith the practice of selling

the freedom of the borough to non-residents, men who wanted to become
patron, men who wanted to become voters indulged freely in the
t\
1.
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the traffic.

Thus Dunwich which in 1670 contained forty resident

freemen, contained in that same year four hundred non-residents.
In 1762 two hundred and fifteen freemen v/ere made in Durham in
order to control an election.

These abuses grew to enormous

proportions and in 1793, The '"Society of Friends of the People
sent a petition to the Hou:. e of Commons, in whicn it was stated
that 157 members were sent to Parliament by 84 individuals.

Pox

in 1797 declared ""//hen Gentlemen represent populous towns and
cities, then it is a disputed point whether they ought to obey
their voice or follow the dictates of their own conscience.

But

if they represent a noble Lord or a noble Duke then it becomes no
longer a question of doubt, and he is not considered a man of
honour who does not implicitly obey the orders of a single
constituent."
Local governments outside the towns showed the same
decay and everything seemed to drift into the hands of the
Justice of the Peace.

In the reign of Edward 111 this office

had been created to carry out some of the precepts of the otate.

At

quarterly quartgrl7 sessions, Justices were given the assistance of
juries and exercised criminal jurisdiction.

They gradually

acquired administrative power, functions and properties of government.
The Elizabethern Poor Law allowed the Justice of the Peace to
appoint parish overseers. "By the end of the eighteenth century,
the entire administzation of county affairs, as well as the
ultimate authority in parish business, was in the hands of the
Justice of the Peace,the High sheriff, and the Lord-Lieutenant.""
1.

House of Commons,kay 26th, 1797, on Grey's motion for
parliamentary Reform.

2.
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By this time the aristocracy was paramount "both in local
In order to preserve its special
government and in Parliament.
pov/ers from the folly of individual members, the great landowners
adopted the system of entail by means of which each successive
generation had only a life interest in the estates, so that they
The abolition

remained in the permanent possession of the family.

of military tenures in 1660 wag another step Qway from the age of
feudalism and meant the end of money payments to the Crown by
An Excise Tax y/as to take

landlords, in lieu of military service.
its place.

Although the great landlords were no longer liable to

pay the accustomed duet to the Crown, they expected, and .-.till
continued to receive feudal dues from the ^rnall copyholder.

In fact,

these signorial dues were of the kind that provoked the French
Revolution.
Finally, by the eighteenth century "the ancient universities
were the universities of the rich."

Like the public schools, these

institutions v;ere essential components of the huge structure,
institution:: for producing an order - a race of rulers.
From 1815 angland had been at v/ar with Revolutionary France,
whose destiny in the later stages was controlled by the arch-enemy
Napoleon.

Frequent blockades and counter blockades had thrown out

of gear the economic machinery of the country.

The uncertainties of

war closed the European market for trade purposes.

In America also,

there v/as war from 1812- 15 - another element of disturbance to trade.
1. ''ee Contemporary Reviews - Lord Hobhouse - February and March,1886
2. ?ee Reports of University Commissions.
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For the English labouring classes, circumstances like these
meant uncertainty and fluctuation in employment,

it is

reasonable to imagine that in conditions where a moderate demand for
labour had created a large number of unemployed, wages would sink to the
lowest level and lead to abject misery among the lower orders.

If

the price of food had been regulated in keeping with the low wage
standard, there might have been more than a gleam of hope.

But

wheatl, for instance, rose steeply in price from forty-three shillings
a quarter in 1792 to one hundred and twenty-six shillings in 1812.
"Tenant farmers, freehold yeomen and receivers of tithes and rent."
were benefited by this rise in prices; but when peace was restored,
most farmer-t-: were ruined and could not afford to pay the rents which
had soared skywards as a result of the increased price of wheat.
The Industrial Revolution produced further complications,
and further widened the gulf between rich and poor, town-dweller and
country-dweller.

Gone was the comparative order of the preceeding

stage of society, to be succeeded by widespread poverty and dismay.
The comfortable classes were seemingly blind to the facts around
them to the hardships of the poor who could not share in their
enjoyment of "the latest publications of '-'cott and Byron."
"trange indeed, for Byron himself writes :"See these inglorious Cincinnati swarm,
Farmers of war, dictators of the farm;
Their ploughshare was the sword in hireling hands,
Their fields measured by gore of other lands;
tfafe in their barns, these sabine tillers sent
Their brethren out to battle - V/hy ? for rent 1
Year after year they voted cent for cent
Blood, sweat,and tear - wrung millions - why ? for rentl
They roar'd, they dined, they drank, they swore they meant.
To die for England - why then live ? for rent I "

(5)

The Industrial Revolution, taking place when it did,
added yet another grievous weight to the backs of the masses.
The appropriation of monastic lands, the decay and disappearance
of the guilds, the enclosures, the changes in school and
univer&ity and the rise in one trade after another of capitalism
in a form that permitted the few to control the productive
energy of the many, were some of the mile-stones .

"/ith the

dissolution of the old village society in -/rich the peasant had
rights, but gradually lo&t them, it is easy to see that the changes
brought about by the Industrial Revolution would settle the
doom 01' the' common man whose machinery for co-operation was
destroyed, so that he had little opportunity or ability to ahare in
the control of the new power.

To the members of the upper class,

the era of .team, and machinery meant a great saving in human
labour.

"To the worker they ^eerned to threaten a great degradation

of human life,

^nd the worker was right, because the saving of

human labour did not mean that the worker worked less or received
greater compensation for hi,- toil, but that the capitalist could
drav; greater profits from the labour of the workers he employed."
In the more favourable past, the worker's wife remained at home
to clean and cook, brew the ale and help with the loom.
she spent the day in the mill.

How

Very toon, the children had to

help supplement the family income at ages not sufficiently
mature enough for the grim business of earning a living.

The

introduction of machinery could have neant an increase of leisure
for the worker and greater happiness.

But because the dominant

"kjjled
Labourer 1760-1852
~
(See P. 3) - J.L. & B.Hamrnond - London'1920
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aim of the capitalists was greater and quicker profits for
their enterprise, the results to the worker^ were criminal.
If there were thinkers before the period, who believed that the
masses of mankind r:'ere intended to spend their lives in hard toil,
the Industrial ^evolution added, momentum to this view.

This, to

the great-trading princes, seemed inevitable, in view of the
atmosphere of competition which appeared to dominate the new
situation.

It was quite a popular view that society and the country

as a whole would be judged by commercial success.

The business men

considered themselves instruments of this profit-producing drive.
Even the new industrial tov/ns were expressive, in their physical
character, of a subordination to the needs of industry.

Lack of

libraries, galleries., playgrounds tells a dismal story.

The masses

were not expected to aspire to education, culture and leisure*

It

v/as more useful to work £t a spinning machine or to work in a forge
than to indulge in a game of football,

l.lur ic in some Lancashire

public-houses was forbidden by parson,1-, and magistrates, who thought
that the workers would be spoilt by it.

"The rich might win their

^Jaterloos on the playing-fields of .^ton, but t^e rivals v;ho were
trying to shake our -grasp of the new wealth could only be conquered
by a nation that shut up its workers in mill or mine or workshop
from the rising to the setting of the sun."

The long working day

for workers v/as introduced and by the time of the Reform Bill, the
percentage of blindness among the 180,000 women and children
engaged in the lace industry v/as considerable.

One r 'irl who gave

evidence before the factory Coiajiitssioii worked from six in the
1.

Ibid P.7.
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morning to ten at night with two hours off for meals,

if the

demand and the profit of the town employer increased, the labour
of the factor:/ workers., most of whom were children,was augmented
until many of them were literally worked to death; if that demand
diminished, ths chilcren were thrown partially or wholly out
of work and left to beggary.

Any attempts to unite were

discouraged and protests against intolerable conditions -'.ere
remedied by the imposition of heavier restrictions.

On the side

of the poor we see strikes, demonstrations, outbursts of violence
agitations for a mirimum wage in the light of increased cost of
living, agitations for the right to combine, attempts to
co-operate for mutual rights and mutual education; on the side of
the rich and the' governing bodies there were employed apies,
military occupation, courts of justice used deliberately for a
class war, and, generally ^peakir, ^, armed government.
If the picture of the v.'orksrs' condition in the towns
is horrifying, the lot of the countr:r labourer was, to him, lu^t
as bad.

In the view of J.L.Bammond, ths gradual enclosure of

lands, which began earlier hut was more or less paralysing in
1801, was a system in which the poor '/ere sacrificed needlessly.
Before enclosure, a map of the English village would have indicated
arable 'fields, common raeadowland and common waste land,

arable

fields: were divided into strips with different men owning different
strips - some more than others.

Cultivation was on a uniform

system, of agreement, each strip being thrown open to pasturage
after harvest,

keadow land was divided similarly and pegged out;

(9)

and after the hay had been gathered in, like ths arahle fields
they

'era also used for pasture.

Co.'ir.on v/aste land consisting

of woodland and rough commons were available for common parture
all the year round.

The Lord of the Lianor -/a? the chief

figure in this form of village society, next in descending order
being the freeholders, copyholders, Tenant farmers, cottagers,
squatters and farm servants living in their employers' houses.
From this group were appointed representatives of. the I.'a nor Court
to decide the system of cultivation and crop rotation.

j:^

cultivation of arable strips also carried with it the right to
"put comronable beasts upon the Lord's v/aste and upon the lands
of other persons within the same manor*"

Labourers, whether they

v/ere cottagers-, squatter* or farm ^ervant? had rights of commons
on the waste and sometimes on the common lands.

They could

pasture certain animals, cut turf and collect fuel.

From the

ranks of the squatters were recruited many of the day labourers,
the farm servants being usually the children of the small farmers
who lived in tneir masters' house., till they got enough money
to marry and build their own cottages.

When a farm servant had

saved sufficient money, he could hire a cottage which carried '"it
it rights of common, and gradually buy or hire strips of land.
From the beginning of the eighteenth century the
enclosure system got under vay.

It it significant to note that

the landlord class became reinforced by men from the ranks of the
manufacturers, who brought with them the new industrial
revolutionary views and the new production drive.

To the new

(10)

methods, ? dictatorship appeared more suitable- than any other
form of control,

sir John Sinclair held "The idea of having

lands in common, it hap been justly remarked, is to be derived
from, that barbarous state of society, when men were strann-ers to
any higher occupation than those of hunters or shepherds, or had
only just tasted the advantages to be reaped from the cultivation
1
of the earth."
The old system was considered primitive besides
being "harmful to the morals and useles'- to the Dockets of the
2
poor.'
In John Biilingsley'c opinion, the possession of a cow,
a hog and a few geese afford to the cottager a conception of
himself as superior to his equals in the same society.

He develops

a personal confidence inadequate to his means of support,and
saunter-ing after hit; cattle leads him to acquire habits of
3
indolence.
Bishton "/rites: "The use of common land .by labourers
operates upon the mind as a port of independence..... .when the
commons are enclosed the labourers -/ill work every day in the year,
their children will be put out to labour early and that subordination
of the lower ranks of society, which in the present times is so much
4
wanted, would be thereby considerably secured." This attitude
1.

Report of •••elect Co.nr.lttee on ,a^te Land*, 1795, P.15, App.B.

2.

The Village Labourer 1760-1C32 - J.L.Hammond & Barbara Eammond
T. 57.

3.

oee Report on J-O''igrsej^'o:^JGoard_pf A_griculture in 17P5.

4.

;.;ee

spot,"irp:hire j-n_
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received considerable support from the seductive economic teaching
of the time - Adam ^mith in England and the Physiocrats in France.
In 1844 the estimate given before the "elect Committee on
Enclosures indicates that there v/ere one thousand seven hundred
private Acts before 1800, and some two thousand between 1800 and
1
1844.
The General Report of the Board of Ap-riculture on
Enclosures gives the acreage enclosed from the time of Queen Anne
down to 1805 as 4,187,056.
The machinery for effecting the enclosure of any
particular area of land was generallj- put in notion by a petition
from'a local person or parsons showing the inconvenience of the
old system and outlining the advantages of enclosure.

Parliament

invariably pave permission for a Dill to be introduced, and after a
first and second reading of the Bill it was referred to a select
Committee for investigation.

V,rhen the report of this Committee

was received, the Rill v'ould be passed, -ent to the House of
Lords and receive the Royal Assent.

In about nine cases out of

ten the petition for enclosure came from a big landowner.

Until

1774- when the House of Common;.-, ruled that notice of petition
should be nailed on the church door of the parish for at least
three Sundays, a petition could be presented -.Ithout the knoT/lodge
of one other person in the district.

Thus it often happened that

manv v'hose lands "/ere enclosed were completely ignorant of the
intention until it became an accomplished fact.
circumstances like this, the poor had no remedy.
1.

'ee The milage Labourer - Hammond F.41.

Against
They could tear

(12)

down notices from church doors, they could break .up public meetings
and they could generally cause disorders but the result of these
actions v/as merely to increase the hostility of the powerful classes
and to array on the .-ride of the rich, the strong arm of the lav;.
The small farmer, the cottager and the squatter were seriously
affected by enclosures.

For whereas the enclosure system gave the

big farmer a wider field for capital and enterprise, the small
farmer's share in the legal costs was overwhelming, not to mention
the great expense he incurred in fencing his own allotments.

For

these reasons he was often compelled to sell his property and to
emigrate to America, to an industrial tov/n or to become a day
labourer.

And so right down to the squatter, each of the small groups

became impoverished by a system, that afforded benefit to only one
class of society.

The keeping of domestic animals v/as discouraged

and the economic basis of the independence of the lower classes was
destroyed.

But against this, the governing classes argued that the

losses of individuals were the gains of the state.

The peasant ia

deprived of his rights and status and becomes a labourer without
hope, without a future.

"Go to an ale-house kitchen of an old

enclosed country, and there you will see the origin of poverty and
poor-rates.

For "horn are they to be sober ? For whom are they to

save ? For the parish ?
build a cottage ?

If I am diligent, shall I have leave to

If I am sober, shall I have land for a cow ? If I

am frugal, shall I have half an acre of potatoes ? You offer no
motives; ^ou have nothing out a parisn officer and a workhousei _( 1
'
Bring me another pot.' 1
1.

"ee Annals of Ap-r

(13)

The very sketchy outline of condition?,, industrial and
agricultural, and especially as they affected the poor, though by
no means as exhaustive from the point of view of an historical
is useful when later on we consider the serious social anuses that
Dickens attacked.

But long before Dickens' time the conditions of

the poor began to cause such anxiety and embarragment to the
political machinery that by the :.>peenhamland Act of 1794-5 the
magistrates of Berkshire were appointed to meet at "peenhamland
of Hewbury and fix and. enforce a minimum wage for labourer... in
keeping with the ri;.ing price or bread.

The ro commendations s'urgested

that v;ages were to be supplemented from parochial levies, and, in
effect, the responsibility for providing; relief for the poor was
placed upon the shoulders of the poor themselves.

For both

agricultural ond industrial workers natters went from bad to worse.
Poor Lav; expenditure in the county of Dorset increased 214;,;, whilst
the population had only increased by 40;..

In 1813 more than seven

millions were raised in all England for Poor rates, while local
taxation for all purposes only amounted to one and a half mil]. ions.

2

,gri cul tu.re 1 labourers often received ;.~art of their wages in bad corn
and beer.

Demonstration:-, against thit system of payment which

often took the form of rioting and burning of ricks were punished
by hanging and deportation to Australia as is instanced by three
hanp/ings and four hundred and twenty cases of deportation in 1830,
1.
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2.
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v/hen starving labourers marched about in winter demanding an
additional wage

increase to 2/Sd a day.

The exodus from

country to tov;n, from "outh to ilorth .where there v/ere numerous
mines, factories and cotton >.llls, grew in volume, and. among thi&
shifting population, there were numbers of boys and girls.

Craftsmen,

millerr , v/eavers, harness makers and many other categories of rvrol
population v/ere squeezed out of a profitable livelihood.

l.Iany were

attracted to Canada, Australia and ilew Zealand, and were accepted as
ideal material for colonisation.

For those who moved from the

villages to the towns an equally terrible fate was waiting.

Conditions

of living v/ere insanitary, and the state of the slums in which these
people had to live was extremely crude.

Life in the factory was shorn

of the personal contacts bet" een farmer and labourer which had been a
characteristic of the life in the country.

Apart from the fact that

employer and. employee lived in a different social atmosphere, the
labouring classes were ^rovided with no social services or amusements.
We have already seen that even in the country public houses, people
v/ere discouraged from enjoying the mueic they lov°.d in their leisure
time.

".'e have al.;o seen that drink was for this class of people,

their onlv consolation and their spare time was occupied with
discussing their wrongs.
At this critical period of dissatisfaction the
kethodist Church exerted what might well be considered the strongest
influence in all its history.

?or it offered religious conv.olc.tion

and. strove to divert the attention of the suffering poor from earthly
wrongs to the prospect of a state of blissful enjoyment in the life
hereafter.

(15)
Elie Halevy, the great French historian held the
vie 1;; that the power of the Evangelical-. v:a.s the chief influence
that prevented the whole country from moving along the path of
revolutionary violence during this period of social neglect and
econorrdc chaos for the poor.

' i..en 01' letters disliked the

Evangelicals for their narrov/ Puritanism, men of ,-cience for- t>:eir
intellectual feebleness.

ileverthele&s, during the 19th century,

Svanrelical religion was the noral cement of "3r,glish "ociety. '
v;as the influence of the .Evangelicals

It

:--ich invested the British

aristocracy with an almost stoic dignity, restrained the plutocrats
who had nev;ly risen from the masses from vulgar ostentation and
debauchery, and placed over the proletariat a select body of
workmen enamoured of virtue and capable of -elf-restraint.
Evangelicalism was thus the conservative force v/nich restored in
T-'-""-"1 and the balance momentarily destroved by the exolo;--ion of the
1
revolutionary forces."
The attitude of shortsighted politicians "'as that
any yielding to the insx, tent demands or labour vouli result in
widespread riots, so. in 1812 the year of Dickens' birth, toe
Luddites unsuccessfully petitioned Parliament to regulate . T age rate
and daily hours of work because the Combination Act of 1800 had made
common action among roasters or men for group welfare illegal.

rear

of violent disorders among the poor was partly dispelled, when >;.ir
Robert Peel's police force began to operate in 1829, though sixteen
vears before this parliament sr.owed its partiality towards the masters
1. "----e 7-'istor-' of "3n-;lisr: Pecr.le translated by E,I.Catkins Chap. TTT. P.lcS.
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of labour by repealing the law which permitted magistrates
to enforce a minimum wage for employees.

The end of the first

quarter of the centry, however, marked the turning point of a
movement which was hence forth to grow in strength - a
movement demanding improved ^.ocial and economic conditions for
the .many and an enquiry into the ways and means hy which these
conditions could he introduced.
From the middle of the eighteenth century the
teaching of a powerful group of social theorists made an
effective impression on their society.
were the utilitarians.
a.

This- powerful group

Jeremy Bentham's name figures prominently

-'-. : moving spirit which ; ave ri/.e to utilitarianism.

Thile on

a visit to hit brother who was an officer in the Russian army,
Benthar: in 1787 published Def en c e o f Usury which expressed the view
that ' every m^n 'r— s the he?t judge of his own interest^.

That it

was desirable for him to pursue it without let or Mndrance.

This

lead him to the conclusion that if any one desired to lend money at
usury he would be well within his rights.

This laissez-faire

doctrine is also to be found in his ^-anual__of^ P o_li t i c a 1 K c o no ray, 1793.
In 173;' he defines the principle of utility in the book
Principles- of 1 .org• 1 s and _Legis^la^ ipn^

Eere he expresses the view

that mankind is governed by two motives, pleasure and pain, which
the principle of utility recognised.

He defines the principle of

utility as "that property in any object where by it tends to
produce pleasure, good or happiness, or to prevent the happening
of mischief, pain, e" r il or unhapoiness to the party who.-e interest
is considered."

That the object of legislation ought to be

(17)

"the greatest happiness of the greatest number."

Bentham's

insistence of this last principle cannot he reconciled v/ith his
individualistic principle of utility, even though he advocates
certain economic measures regarding succession and taxation v/hich
conflict v;ith individualism.

In his vie?/, also, punishment is

admitted to be evil, but an evil which it is lawful to administer
to prevent the occurrence of some ^re n,ter evil.
James Lill (1773-1836) bec-t ;a acquainted v/ith Bent ham in.
1808, and remained his ally and companion for many years.

He adopted

and propagated Bentham's theories, and. his writings on Education and
Government had r\ strong influence on the Liberal political school.
In Elements of Political Economy Kills claimed that a practical
reformer's chief .object is to limit population on the

that capital does not increase at the same rate as population.
This line of argument leads to a reference to Thomas Malthus.
Thomas Robert I'.'.althus (1765-1334) is con idered by some
scholars to have been a Utilitarian, although he held that overemphasis should not be placed on the doctrine of perfectibility,
because even though perfection might be achieved by Utilitarian
practice, it never could remain stable,

kalthus 1 views on social

conditions were published in An 3s say on the Principles of Population.
He argued, among other things, that as among plants and animals,
nature provided waste of seed, sickness and premature death, so too
among mankind there is misery and vice.

That vice often prevails

though it could, not be regarded as inevitable.
institutions could destroy vice.
]_ .

^egl-.H. para. 2, Art. 3.

Ho man-made

Malthus writes " I teelieve, it is

(18)

true, that I cannot by means of money raise a poor man, and enable
him to live much better than he did before, without proportionally
depressing others in the same class." 1

Poor lav; s , which were framed

with the object of affording relief to the depressed classes, are
condemned by Ma It bus for the fo Honing reasons :1.

Parish laws contribute to raise the real' price of

provisions and to lower the real price of labour.
2.

such laws diminish power or v/ill to ^ave among common

3-

Poor laws are intended to be benevolent, but really give

people.

rise to cruelty and tyranny t.uch as the persecution of poor women/*
4.

Men v; ere encouraged to marry with little or no prospect of

maintaining a family.

To prevent this, they should be compelled
•.

by law to support their aged relations.

Malthus believed that the "struggle for existence" was a
great stimulus to labour and-to human improvement.

One cannot quarrel

with this view, but his attitude to the large numbers who suffered
through the changed economic conditions appears callous.

1.

An Essay on the Principles of Population - P.79.

2.

Relief was obtained through the parish boards. Parish officials
often refused aid to widows on the grounds that thev did not
originally belong to the parish, but merely resided there through
marriage/ On the other hand, the parochial board of the parish
in which a woman was born might refuse relief on the argument
that her husband's parish was responsible for paying relief.

(19)

There were men like sir Robert Heron who saw the problem
from an entirely different angle.

He writes : "Why do men so

frequently complain of the ingratitude of the labouring class,
and of servants ?

No doubt .sometimes with reason, but I am

convinced they much oftener complain, most unjustly, of v/ant of
gratitude wrere no favour has been granted.

Between a good master

and a good servant the obligation is mutual."
Among writers of a different type from the Utilitarians was
Thomas Paine (1737-1809) who wrote a number of pamphlets expressing
hit* opinions for the welfare of the human race.

His political

works, which w-ere widely sold, did not enrich him for he disregarded
all profit from this t.ource.

His activity spread over America,

France and England and The_Pdghts of kan is an open attack on
Burke which nearly brought about his arrest but for his timely
escape from this country.

Although not a social philosopher, he

diffused a eonstructive radical policy which included parliamentary
reform, old age pensions and a progressive income tax.
\Villian Godwin (1756-1856; sought to combine philosophy and
Pol i t i cal^Jus t i_c_e published in 1793 attracted considerable

politics.

interest among the young generation of his time.
insinuate his views in his novel Caleb

He -ought to

illiam^ and An Enquiry

g;Ol 1 1 i ca 1 Ju s t i_c e . is believed to have inspired young
"'.'ords worth.

Godwin never ceased to believe in man, and that given

good reasons for a worthy life, man v;ould do the rest.
1.

Notes by >;ir Robert Heron, 3rd 3d. London 1852.

Tliat social

(20)

injustices v/ould disappear.
William Cobbett (1762-1835) was the ^on of a farmer,
and loved the country as is revealed in The Rural Rides 1830.
Ke was at first a Tory, and changed his political views from
Independent to strong Radical.

His disapproval of the existing

social conditions wag expressed in his weekly newspapers "Cobbett's
Political Register."

a.n examination of the "looks and/foanners "

of country labourers convinced him that they did not earn enough
to make life tolerable,

^orne of his beliefs brought punishment

upon him, as for example when in 1810 he received a prison sentence
of two years for expressing disapproval of military punishment.
Thomas Carlyle (1795-1881) was a strong moral force who
championed the spiritual force as against the material.

He

demanded justice for all classes and emphasised the necessity for
due and equal reverence to be paid, to all things in heaven and on
earth.

Kis book, Carlyle* s French Revo^lution^ he claims came

"truly from a man's ver:' heart."

In it, he strove to establish

the point that neme^is following abuse of power, neglect of duty
and responsibilities, was sure.

It warned England to avoid the fate

of France and the catastrophe that appeared to be imminent .in the
clash between the classes.

Carlyle regarded himself as a prophet

who interpreted the present through the medium of the past.

In a

review article entitled "Chartism" (1839) he expressed the belief
that the salvation of the working classes could best be achieved
by reverting to conditions of middle ages when labourers were
serfs.

That freedom'for the working man in his time, was a

(21)

delusion which ne ant the opportunity to be exploited in the
labour market, and to be a more miserable beast of burden than
he had been before.

Carlyle found no virtue in political economy

which placed materialism before every other interest, while
eliminating religion and morality in man's relationship with man
and establishing that relationship on a "profit and loss basis"
strictly regulated by laws of contract.

He demanded a recognition

of the innate nobility in man, be he lord or servant.
teachings 1

These

are repeated in Fast and Present (1843).

NOW the investigation leads to a group of writers who were
not merely content with the production of political and economic
theories for the amelioration of tbe conditions of the poor, but they
turned the growing stream intq the narrower channels of investigating
the life, doings and intellectual and moral condition- of rich and
poor, in a more or let;

comparative representation.

The violent

upheavals of the early nineteenth century were also the birth pangs
of the social novel, which new literature dates roughly from the
third decade of that century.

Because the steam engines and the

printing press gave greater publicity to the court and nobility,
and the professions were being popularised,, the English novel of
1830 found scope for a critical examination of the various classes
1.

Carlyle 1 ? influence on Dickens appears to have been very
strong - in fact Dickens' philosophy appears to have a very
close resemblance to Carlyle 1 s. Compare later chapter on
Dickens' philosophy.

(22)

that constituted the nation-.

Iriters of these "novels with a purpose"

were convinced that arguments should be based on facts, not on
theories.

They determined to give voice to the grievances of town

and country in the hope, tnat an awakening to their rer.posibilj.ty in
the minds of the governing class would bring about long-needed
reform, and avert a revolution between classes like that which broke out
in France.

"Interventionism" is the name that was given to the

movement "for action on behalf of the suffering and struggling working
classes, as fit to share in the blessings of human life."

Frederick

Den is on Llaurice appears to have been the inspiring force behind the
new moverient.

Round about the 30' s, he influenced Kingsley, John Ludlow,

Thomas Hughes, Harriet Kartineau and Charles Dickens, together with
a group consisting of young clergymen, barristers and university
scholars, to organise a crusade to press upon the nation for action.
Their demands included social regeneration and further political
progress.

They pressed for a decision on facts not theories and

a?serted that sympathy with the people proceeded from study of actual
conditions and inside information of the unendurable lives of town and
count ry.

About this time, in 1836, the Torking Ken's Association
was founded in London to secure equality of political rights by means
of "The People's Charter", and full
the working classes.

enquiry into the social grievances of

They voiced the facts that agriculture was on

the decline and that the extinction of the t,mall landowners as a class
was complete.

That in the towns the influx of people from the country

as well a^/from distressed Ireland had resulted in the general lowering
of wages.

Development of machinery had brought about unemployment

(23)

and hardships and men, women and * ildren employed in factories
worked excessive hours at sweated labour.

The Chartists pointed

out that the prevalent insanitary conditions of living lead to the
prevalence of infections diseases.
V/hile Kingsley and his friends strove to bring about an
improvement in the conditions outlined, above, they were aware of the
dangers to the nation from the Chartists extremists v/ho condoned
destruction of machinery and other acts of violence.

And so they

endeavoured to gain the goodwill of the working classes, and exerted
themselves to appease them by brotherly sympathy and aid, thus
running the risk of themselves being called Chartists.

But they

also taught the working men not to believe that political concessions
would, assure social reform. This teaching was publicised by word, in
lecture halls and in pulpits, and by writing, in pen-tracts, and
in journals for workers.

Among the tracts Kingsley published were

"Politics for- the People" . "'7o_rkmen of England" . and "The Friends of
»

Order", the last being a defence of hie. friends and himself as wording
for society against anarchy.
In 1848, Kingsley began

Yeast - A Problem, a novel

published in uerial form in Eraser's Magazine.

After a few issues of

the serial, the editor stopped the publications, for though he was
willing to help the cause of "Interventionism". he did not wish
to be drawn directly

into the movement.

This no^el raised the

question of the relationship of classes in England and enquired, into
the real wants of the people. His doctrine is summed up by Leslie
tephen in the words "The few for the many, not the many for the few."

(24)
In Yeast, the labouring class is again advised to practice
self help and not to be contented with making reform their goal.
Alton Locke published in 1850 amidst social unrest preaches the
same doctrine, but fail;, to be as forceful and interesting as
Yeast. Kingsley who strove for social righteousness has survived
as the author of a novel of religious history, as the author of a
story for schoolboys 1

and tales for children 2 .

^enjamin Disraeli, another well-known writer of the period,
belongs to a different school of thought, probably because his
social background was different from that of Kingsle?/ and the
other, social writers.

He began to write at an early age, his first

book published when he was 21.

He produced the political novels

"Goningsby" or "The New Generation" 1844, ".^ybil" or "The Two nations"
1845 and "Tancred" or "The Hew Crusade" 1847.

They were written

in developv.ent of his views on the necessity for a revision of the
Old Tory Creed.

r 'ybil was written in the year when England was

suffering from many evils, when "new inventions were perpetually
and imperiously calling for new relation,- oetween capital and
1 about, while in the meantime chaos reigned, and an;/- rapacious
master had opportunities for rapacity, and violent workman was
5
sorely tempted to violence."
'-le are asked to believe that
most, of the incidents described really occurred, and that, for
instance, a few days Before the publication of ^ybi^L. a relative
gave an account of many hungry men and women ar-erabled before a

1.
2.
3.

The Heroes (1356)
The V'ater Babies (1336)
Preface.

(25)

country house in Lancashire to beg for food.

The custom

in those

days, of the inmates of the manor house keeping in store lar^e
quantities of food, deeply impressed a little girl .-/hose eves
presumably bulged, and whose mouth watered at the :.;ight of big hams,
sides of bacon and cheese,

oybil

or The Two Kations is a novel

that remains faithful to the second part of its title.

Disraeli

successfully contrasts the idle, indifferent and pleasure-loving
aristocracy v.'ith the down-trodden masses.

In sketching the life

of the former class he begins by illustrating hov; much more interested
scions of aristocratic families "/ere in horse racing and gaming.
Sgremont, the younger brother of the Lord of I.Iarney Abbey, is ona of
the fev,' noble characters in the book "/ho appears to be conscious of
the responsibility of seeing that the country i? r: ell 'governed for
the benefit of the biilk of the population.

In contrast, his brother

is shown to be a surly and conceited individual v/hose love for his
brother ivas selfish and shallow.

Ag a husband, he v/as bullying and

overbearing, whilst as a landlord and master he v/ap inconsiderate,
harsh and objectionable.

This type of noble infuriated Disraeli

v/ho v/rote :- "To acquire, to accumulate, to plunder each other by
virtue of philosophic phrases, to propose a Utopia to consist only
of .'ealth and Toil,

.' - ViC1 s been the breathless business of

enfranchised England for the last twelve years, until we are startled
from our voracious strife by the v/ail of intolerable serfage."
1.

xvbil or The Two ^atjjoris _ Disraeli - Pub.John Lane, London
and Lev; York - 1845. P. -±Q •
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*t is possible to imagine the disgust in the author's- mind as
he "/rote "01 England, glorious and ancient realm the fortunes of
thy polity ^~ indeed strange! The v;is dorr, 'of the '-'axons, Norman
valour, the -.tate-craft of the Tudors, the national sympathies of
the Stuarts, the spirit of the latter Guelphs strugglin~ against
their enslaved sovereignty, these are the high qualities, that for
a thousand years have secured thy national development.

And now

all thy memorial dynasties end in the huckstering rule of some
thirty unknown and anonymous jobbers."

The picture is of

England governed by men -.ho v/ere selfish and self-seeking; men
who employed influential women to a:. sert their influence on their
behalf.

The noteilit"- meanwhile lockey for position and preferment

in the v/ay of "coronets, :. tars, ribbonr , smiles and places at
Court."

Lord Larney's opinion, typical of a number belonging

to his cla&s, as to hov; the p<p-or of England could find relief '/as
by weans of "high prices and lov.: church." ' 'ir Vavasour's ambition
war to see himself and his friends "going down in procession
to ".7estminster, for example, to hold a chapter.

Five or six

hundred baronets in green costume - the appropriate dress of
equites aurati; each ....... .belted and scarfed; his star glittering;
his pennon flying; his hat vhite, with a plume of vhite feathers;
of course the sword and the gilt spurs.

In his cvm hand, the thumb-

ring and signet not forgotten, v.-3 hold our coronets of tr/o balls 1"

1.

Ibid - F.55.

(27)

On the other hand, Disraeli paints frightful pictures of
living conditions arnon^: the ordinary people; prr^ll a^ri cni t-ir-.-.l
Lu. ;j.s - diruy inns - cro./aed lanes of poor cottages - gaping
chinks - open drains full of animal and vegetable refuse
decomposing into disease, were only ;:i few of the details supplied.
Flats in tenements seldom consisted of two or more rooms in which
large families were herded without sex discrimination.

In

surroundings like these, women suffered pangs of child-birth whilst
the father often lay prostrate with typhus in another room.

The

church was indifferent to all the filth and suffering and apparently
had run short of the inspiration necessary to reform.

It is hardly

to be wondered at that the expedition to Eowbray Castle, the most
sensational event in the novel, was made possible, and that a
riot of excess and debaucberjr on the part of the rabble, was the
result.

The author selects for his hero ^gremont "/horn he purges of

the irresponsibility typical of the aristocracy before marrying him
to sybil of almost mystical virtue, and herself a disinherited
lady of blood.

To this overall picture, in Tancred he adds a

spice of the romance and mysticism of the East.
The length of his volumes and his frequent philosophical
speculations in the nature of the too lavish "asides" of an
inexperienced playwright are obvious.

He makes up for these

defects in his choice of material and in the felicity of his
phrasing.

But of much greater importance, Disraeli was alive to the

shortcomings of the ruling, classes, even if he did not sufficiently
arouse his readers' interest in the personal and intimate problems

(23)

He appears more fitted to the ta&k of

of the depressed.

revealing the deficiencies of the nobility with which he appears, from
experience, to have been quite familiar.

The disgraceful method of

creating peers, the outlook of politicians and the fashionable
scramble for government posts v/ere themes which he handled v/ith
a masterly pen.

Further than that, he suggests a solution -

instead of the Gift Toryism there must be a crusade among the younger
generation of noblemen so that they will accept responsiblity v/ith
privilege.

Disraeli's approach is more academic than genuinely

emotional.

He find selfishness and excesses in the upper circles

typified in the character of sir Vavasour and in the Radicals
of '.vhich Stephen Morley is an example.

Political radicalism,

utilitarian philosophy, the profitrmaking merchants and the
manufacturers are qqually undesirable.

Disraeli believed in the

three estates of the realm, and particularly in the welfare of the
Church and of the House of Lords, though he thinks the Church
defective because of it., indifferent officers and its ignorance of
oriental language.

The doctrine of the Church of Rome and the life

of devotion oi' its priesthood can lend support to emancipate the
people.

Therefore the union of Egremont and 'v-bil in the closing

chapter of -'ybil is symbolic of his vision of things to be when
"an exclusive priesthood v/ill no longer be called a "rational
Church, nor sovereignty the title of something that has no dominion
and those '. ; ho profe;-; c' themselves the servants of the people v/111
not crave absolute and undisciplined power."
Disraeli is interesting because of his brilliant picture

(29)

of contemporary life.

Ths blend, of social v/it, politics, race,

religion and romance is essentially his own.

He mingles western

romance \vith "Asian mystery in a successful parody.

Hi?. works are

still interesting contrary to the expectation of hi& contemporary
critics, and he is foremost among the novelists v/ho used politics
as the background of novels.

"'.Yhat he might have written had he

not entered Parliament in 1837 and fought his way implacably through
the 'warfare of politics till he became Prime Minister in 1868 is
a matter for speculation." *
To "Disraeli's exotic genius and Kingsley's Crusading
opirit" Mrs .Gaskell (1810-65), formerly Elizabeth <Jleghorn
>'tevsnson, brought a clear and ;,hining artistic contribution.
was a writer of charm, pathos and humour.

':':he

Mary Barton, A Tale

PJT JManc hej-1 e r Life (1848) was published at a time of terrible
depression in manufacturing districts.
with the years 1842 and 1343.

The story is really concerned

Bad harvests beginning from 1837

had lead to Chartists' meetings on Kersal Moor, Manchester 1839.
Parliament rejected a large Chartist petition submitted by the
Working Ken's delegates.
1842.

Trouble continued through 184-0, 1841 and

There was rioting in large areas of Lancashire and another

petition v;ith three million signatures was unanimously rejected
by the'House of Commons.

This rejection lead to serious rioting in

Manchester and a general strike lasted for some days.

In Mary Barton

Mrs.Gaskell did not shrink from depicting the yocial horrors that

1.

The Concise Cambridge History of English Literature George "ampson - Cambridge - 1945 P.779 Para.2.
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sxi&ted bxit concentrated on telling a story without bitterness.
Her novel is one of the first labour novels and grew out of the
author's experience of the live& of Manchester factory hands.

It

has been referred to as "the crude and melodramatic story of seven
deathbeds and a murder" but it established Mrs .Gaskell ' s reputation
as a gifted story-teller, she preached good understanding between
master^ and. men and advised that there could lie no neace except
the men v/ere treated by their employers "as brethren and friends-"
Mary Barton bore the marks of authenticity and its success brought
Mrs . Gaskell into a close relationship v;ith Dickens '.vith whom
she became associated in writing for magazines and periodicals; "Household .: ords" and "All the Year Round". Other novels by the
same author include RutJn (1853) and North and -outh 1355, both
moving stories which are similar in subject matter to I.lary Barton.
Another woman writer associated v;ith this group was George
Eliot (luary Ann Evans).

The only political ..tory Kary Ann Evans

attempted was Felix _Hol t , _ i,he ^Rad-ical which is a sketch of rural
TiH gland about the period when railways "/ere first introduced.

Its

treatment is not a success but it teaches that true reform does
not lie in Reform bills or in Charters, but in self-dependence.
rn 3ede, however, is a n attractive story and reflects the character
of its day in religious feeling and not in social crusading. It
expresses the belief that only through man's response to the call of
the divine can good be achieved. Eer judicious employment of pathos

(31)

humour and tragedy was, another step towards the great social
writer, Dickens, who utilised these tools in the service of the
downtrodden and the neglected.^
»

1. The main sources consulted in v/riting this chapter are :(i ) The Cambridge History of English Literature
(ii) The Concise Cambridge History of English Literature.
3d. George "ampson.
ifcii) History of the English Novel: The Age of Dickens and
Thackeray - Ernest A.Baker D.Litt.,M.A.
(iv) The Skilled Labourer 1760-1832 - J.L. and B.Hammond
Second Ed. Longmans, Green & Co ,1920.
(v ) The Village Labourer 1760-1832 (authors and publishers
as above in (iV)
(VI) The Rise of Modern Industry (authors a s in (V) ) Fifth Ed.
Kethuen - 1937.
(VJ1) The Age of the Chartists 1852-1354 -(authors as in VI.)
Longmans,Green & Co. London 1930.
(Vlll ) Hi story of English People - tra&l.by 5.1 ."'at kins .
(IX) English social History - George Trevelyan.
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Chapter 11.
General Review of Dickens '_>a,i'or Publications - 1856 - 50.
In reviewing Dickens' major publications during the
period under consideration, it may be fruitful to investigate
.vhether there are any threads v;hich run through unbroken.
By this means it should be possible to decide if Dickens had
a social philosophy which he advanced from v/ork to work.
Sketches by 5oz, a miscellaneous, collection of short
writings, represent the author's first successful publications.
They are varied in topic though mainly descriptive in style.
iHven at this early stage of his literary career, Dickens
display^ his remarkable concentration on physical detail, the
excess of which tends to mar the perfection of some of his
Ke writes about the streets as they appear to

later v;orks.

him in the morning and again as he sees then at night, shops
and their tenants, the river, Greenwich Fair, private theatres,
omnibuses, early coaches and London recreations.

.

Underlying

the description of these scenes one invariably discovers some
unconcious reflections which are linked with the people connected
with them.

V/ith regard to shops and their tenants he writes

" 'e have not the slightest commiseration for the man who can
take up his hat and stick, and walk from Govent Garden to
"t.Paul's Churchyard,and back into the bargain, without deriving
some amusement - we had almost said instruction - from his
perambulation.

And yet there are such beings........ Nothing

seems to make an' impression on their minds' .
sketches by Boa .Chap.Ill p.3C Fara.l.

(33)

The same correlation between scene and people is evident in
the closing sentence of the streets Morning.

"The streets are

thronged with a va*t concourse cf people, gay and shabby, rich
and poor, idle and industrious".

The descriptions in these

early sketches are not only confined to scenes and places.

"uch

titles as Our Next-Door neighbour, The Broker's IJ.an, The Old Lady,
The Curate, The Half-pay Captain, The Schoolmaster and

The

Four Sisters indicate that Dickens was keenly interested in people,
their lives and their thought and action.

In his later writings

the development of this particular aspect in the service of the
social novel will beco^'? ^pparant.

In close connection with this

theme, to illustrate the hopelessness and degradation of poverty
and ignorance, there are sketches under the title of G-in -hops,
The Pawnbroker's shop, Criminal Courts, The Prisoner's Van
and A Vir.it to Hewgate.

The Election for Beadle and A Parliamentarv

sketch are mild satire on 1

"

tic institutions of his day.

Apart from a superficial observation of people, Dickens a-opears
to have been interested in them as fertile sources of character
study.

Thus he is able to produce Thoughts About People,

The Parlour Orator, «habby-Genteel People, The displaced
Attachment of I.Ir.John Bounce etc.

The caprices of young married

people receive special attention in a group of sketches sketches of Young Couples, and the young gentlemen of his day
1

Ibid P.72

Chap.l.
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reveal their characters as seen through Dickens' eyes in sketches
of Young Gentlemen.
In summing up sketches by 3oz, it is clear that the writer
possessed a keen and observant eye v;hich, together with his
unschooled genius (fcr Dickens v.as no intellectual) led tc the
publication, in his early twenties, of a collection of writings,
humorous and serious, detached as -.veil as intimate.

r/e observe

the introduction of the humour, which, is later to mask the satire,
and the personal influence of a writer who appeals to his readers
on account of his sincerity, his fairness and his hatred of injustice,
social and economic abuses, sloth, drunkenness and other forms of
soul-destroying vice.
The publication of the Pickwick Papers marks a development
towards the novel form.

The early miscellaneous collection of

sketches i& succeeded by a central group of characters with
Er.Pickwick sketched in bold outline; but this gentleman's varied
adventures, in continually changing circumstances and locality,
serve as substitutes for the variety and range of subject matter
which characterises the sketches by Bo_z.

It appears to be

generally agreed that the Pickwick Papers rank very high in all
Dickens' writings.

One reason for this is that the author appears

to have tackled the new work with the easy assurance and confidence
arising out of the success of the "ketjiheja.

Again, the humour,

with which the work abounds, is bpontaneous, good-natured and
Kr.Jingle's encounter with Dr.slammer, Mr."'.'inkles
to
chagrin at the shooting party and the incidents leading/the suit -

irresistible.
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Bardell Y. Pickwick will live a long time.
Pickwick is not consistent throughout.

The character of

The reader is

introduced to an eccentric old gentleman v/ho later becomes
a lovable figure of benevolence. This, however, appears to
have been Dickens' stock method of portraying his-, good characters.
~Me are encouraged to laugh at their peculiarities of dress and
manner and then discover that their oddity hides some enduring
virtue. The merits of the v;ork display placid humour, relieved
here and there by crises, which are not, after all, as serious
as they originally appear to be.
Dickens sketches hit. characters with a comic impudence
which endears them to our hearts, as though they were so many
puppets of his own creation - Jingle, teller ('Senior), Weller
(Junior) and samuel ;ilumkey.

They have been called caricatures

not characters, but there it. something about them - intimate and
familiar - that makes one lothep to regard them as mere
caricatures.

Perhaps they seem to be caricatures because Dickens

picks out their individual idiosyncrasis with which the reader is
made familiar whenever they are introduced and r/hich distinguishes
them to the end.

Underneath the surface of '-'am 'Teller's humorous

similes and metaphors, those who care to search, will discover
his shrewd con .onsense, as they will discover Kr.Pickwick's great
heartedness in his habitual eccentric mannerism.
Though generally amusing the P^ckw_jck Papers possesses
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the Dickens ingredients - pathos, a desire for prison reform, ^
Aesirpo for prioon g^-£<Maa-, a burning hatred of vice and undisguised
approbation of virtue.

The wicked meet their lust deserts and in

some cases are given an opportunity to reformf ' while the virtuous
reap the rewards of goodness and patience.

In general, the

Pickwick Papers upholds the thesis of good will to all men,
characterised by complete harmony between master and servant, the
spirit of a readiness to share and enjoy the good tilings of this
world without odious condescension on the part of the donors or a
complex of inferiority in the recipients.

Dickens obviously feels

that all should enjoy the pleasures of the board in good fellowship
and with simple hearts.
In passing from the Pickwick Papers to Oliver Twist,
it would appear as if, once Dickens was assured of success
and comfort, he decided to strike at some of the evils then
in existence which were intolerable to his sensitive nature.
Perhaps, it might have been pardonable if, as a young man, he
had kept to safe subjects for a few years longer.

His complete

switch over to attacks on the crying abuses at this period indicates
that there were some t rings which meant more to the young author
than fame and fortune.

This is ample evidence of his sincerity.

Even if, as is sometimes suggested, Dickens was bitter because
of the unpleasant experiences of his boyhood, he certainly did not
wish to perpetuate a state of affairs which occasioned so much
individual and collective distress.

That he. succeeded and could

1.

See Pickwick in Prison - Chap.XLl - P. 672-704

2.

see Jingle's history.

P. 718-50.
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sway his reading public over to his point of vie?; is mainly due
to his blend of pathos and ftumour.

It seems fairly convincing

to imagine that bitter and undiluted satire would have failed to
achieve the desired effect.

How he touched the public conscience

v/ill be treated in a later chapter.
The Adventures _of Oliver Twijst. is the first social novel
written by Dickens.

Already it has been observed by what

successive stages he advanced to this production - his keen
and observant descriptions of men and thing?, happy flows
of expression and a deep and abiding sincerity.

Oliver Twist is

a novel with a plot, the moral of which is that virtue triumphs,
in the end, over vice.

The hero of the grtory is born in a

workhouse and there is some mystery overshadowing his parentage.
He flees from a life of misery in which he is starved, buffetted
and generally ill-used, and .journeys painfully to London where he
falls among a band of thieves.

A t this point the author cannot resist

the temptation to dwell at some length on a picture complete in
the essential details, of the haunts, life and activities of
these lawless people.

Ke shows that members of the gang

specialised in crimes ranging from pocket-picking to robbery with
violence and even murder.

'Vhile dealing with these scenes of

theft and violence Dickens sketches the life of drunkenness and
immorality,
Nancy.

^'or this reason he introduces Bill ;-;ikes and

It appears as if Dickens became more interested in the

activities of Fagin and his gang than with the original outline
of his novel, and for this reason it fails to be wholly
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successful.

But as a social document it is extremely valuable.

The author was torn between loyalty to hit- plot and loyalty
to his determination to expose wrong and to draw public attention
to the iniquity in its midst.

In the preface to Oliver Twist,

Dickens writes :- "It appeared to me that to draw a knot of such
associates in crime as really did exist; to paint them in all
their deformity, in all their wretchedness, in all the squalid
misery of their lives; to show ther; as they really were, for ever
skulking uneasily through the dirtiest paths of life, with the
great black ghastly gallows closing up their prospects, turn them
wherethey might; it appeared to me that to _do this, would be to
attempt a something which was needed, and vrdch would be a service
to society'' . From this time to the end of the period under review,
it becomes increasingly clear that though Dickens wrote for the
satisfaction of his reading public, he was determined to shock
public opinion by the painful revelations of misery, want and vice
in England which were too glaring to escape hi? keen powers of
observation.
If the main objects of Oliver Twist were to attack the
workhouse system and the futility of the Poor Laws as well as to
expose the life and methods of London thieves, Hicholas Hi ckl_e_by
was obviously written as a protest against the wickedness of the
large proportion of rascally and ill-fitted schoolmasters of whom
queers and his Yorkshire colleagues were glaring examples.

The

education of youth, in the hands of euch men as '.'/ackford s queers,
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had become a scandal.

Dickens, himself, had few opportunities

of receiving a sound education and he was obviously sensitive
to the necessity of improved educational facilities as well as
opportunities for all.

In modern tines we are constantly being

reminded that school days are the best.

'Then one contemplates that

the present government has raised the school leaving age to fifteen,
it is clear that education is regarded as one of the national
priorities, and it requires very little imagination to compare
the present with conditions in the nineteenth century.

Again, when

i

the press and radio announce that important decisions will be taken
in respect to the total abolition of corporal punishment, the
picture, in comparison, of the awful mental and physical consequences
to children in a period, where flogging and cruelty took the place
of sympathetic understanding of the child,is terrible.
^ common feature of the Dickensian novel is that the dominant
emphasis on a particular abuse in s. ^articular novel is often
accompanied by mention of other abuses in a subordinate degree.
Thus in Nicholas Hickleby he humorously satirises aristocratic society
and presents "ir Lulberry Hawk, a snobbish, selfish, parasitic and
unscrupulous nobleman, Lord Frederick Verisopht, a weak and easily
influenced young peer together with Pluck and Fyke their creature^
and toadies.

Very often Dickens is criticised as a writer who

could not paint a fair picture of the aristocracy, as he was never
conversant with high society.

Dickens' aim was not to write

faithfully about high society, he consciously set himself the task
of championing the cause of the poor,

And so the introduction
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of his aristocratic characters, which are few in number, appears
to be for the express purpose of indicating how very indifferent
the aristocratic class was, and hov; unmoved b-"- tb= slight of the
poor, and uninspired by their own duties and responsibilities.
Disraeli supports this opinion, although hs achieves his effect by
a different method.

'.Vhereas Disraeli seeks to convert by logical

reasoning.a kind of mysticism and the inspiration of service,
Dickens attacks with emotional forthrightness, occasionally breaking
the tension with flashes of humour.

Dickens writes as a

representative of tne people and sometimes exaggerates hie. case,
while Disraeli described conditions to which he was familiar by
upbringing.

Each presents a fairly reliable picture of his side

of the same problem.
Quite apart from expressing his. disapproval of high society,
Dickens reveals some of his philosophy in the character^ he sketches.
The Cheeryble Brothers, Charles and Edwin, of whom he says in his
Preface, are "drawn from life" and that "their liberal charity,
their singleness of heart, their noble nature and their unbounded
benevolence, are no creations of the author's brain, but are
prompting every day (and oftenest by stealth) some munificent and
generous deed'in that town of which they are the pride and honour"
were for him the epitome of human virtue and an example to everyone.
It is clear that the doctrine Dickens endeavoured to propound was
that social inequality, poverty and want could only be remedied by a
universal change of heart and Christian charity.

John Btfowdie, the

stout kind-hearted Yorkshireman, is presented to show that
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brotherly lovs is not confined to one claps or to people of culture,
but arises out of man's better nature, if only he will let it grow
and work. On the contrary, Ralph Nickleby illustrates the logical
conclusion of a life devoted to money grasping, greed, hatred and
other kindred soul-destroying evils. Even more despicable is the
life of Arthur Gride, an old miser like the unreformed ^crooge,
whose consciousness of wealth and power leads him to futile and
misplaced ambitions.
The author takes a sly dig at Parliament in his representation
of I.Lr.Oregsbury, as well as in sketching the character of
sir Llatthew Piysker, a Member of Parliament, and chairman of the
meeting called to organise "The United Metropolitan Improved
Hot Huffin and Crumpet Baking and Punctual Delivery Company." The
handling of the theme is light and humorous, but underneath is
hidden burning indignation at the fact that while the people starve
in ignorance, their representatives pursue careers of selfishness,
framing laws for the greater discomfort of those whose interest
they were to represent.

Another character, Tom Linkinwater,

clerk to the Cheeryble brothers who works his way to the position
of partner in the i'irm, is striking. One makes his acquaintance
and is left wondering whether there is any special significance
attached to him. The answer appears to be in the affirmative. In
his own words :- "It's forty-four year, forty-four year next Ivlay,
since I first kept the books of Cheeryble Brothers.

I've opened

the safe every morning all that time ("undays excepted), as the
clock struck nine, and gone over the house every night at half-past
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ten (except on Foreign Post nights, and then twenty minutes
before twelve) to see the doors fastened, and the fires out."
If ever Dickens intended to portray a character of unselfish
devotion to duty and pride in a Job of work well done, that
character is Torn Linkinwater.

On the other hand, Alfred Mantalini

the husband of Kadarne Mantalini, the fashionable milliner and
dressmaker "had married on his whiskers, upon which property
he had previously existed, in a genteel manner, for some years;
and which he had recently improved, after patient cultivation,
by the addition of a moustache, v/hich promised to secure him an
easy independence; his share in the labours of the business being
at present confined to bpending the money."

The fate which

finally overtakes him is the logical outcome of a lazy and
improvident disposition coupled with an over fondness for fine
clothes and beautiful trappings.

And this lesson is constantly

taught throughout the novel, that "Good and evil deeds, like
chickens, always return to roost."
Master Humphrey' s C1ock was started on the 4th of April,
1840 and was a miscellany intended to be issued in weekly numbers
and connected together by the fictitious Master Humphrey's Club.
It did not meet with an immediate public welcome, but the
re-introduction of the characters of Pickwick, "eller ('^nr.),and
teller (Jnr. ) as well as the character of young Tom V/eller,
grandson to 7/eller (Snr. ) revived flagging interest and won
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favour.

It is interesting to note the employment of a literary

method, the story telling pastime of several characters, which is
observed in the "ketches by Boz and Pj^ckwi^ck Papers and strongly
reminiscent of the style of Chaucer in the Canterbury Pilgrims.
Master Humphrey's Clock itself is mildly sentimental,
contemplative and morally instructive.

It reveals the author's

sensitive imagination, his v;istful philosophy and denunciation
of evil.

From the history of the pathetic cripple and his clock,

the repository of several old manuscripts written by members of the
Club, the reader is swept on to meet the deaf friend and to listen
to the chronicles.

There is a pause to observe what a selfish

creature wealth has made of the Lord Mayor designate, and the
contract in simple heartedness between himself and Joe Toddyhigh,
whom, with his usual imaginative genius, Dickens contrives to
secrete in the Mansion House while the tutelar;'- deities of London,
Gog and Kagog indulge in reminiscences.

Then there is the story

of Hugh Graham and Mistress Alice, a moral of faithfulness to
principle in that Graham slays Mistress Alice's seducer and avenges
the honour of her broken-hearted father.
In the section 'Correspondence, Dickens satirises the
bombastic egoist, he condemns avarice through the utory of
A Murderer's Confession showing how often the preconceived motives
of crime ane never satisfied, and by the story of 'Vitches and
/itchcraft reveals a brand of sly humour which is particularly
refreshing.

There is nothing new here; there is no marked
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development.

If anything, the form shows a certain amount

of uncertainty, and its discontinuance was a happy decision.
However, it is tmfficiently indicative of the importance he
attached to the right of the lower order to freedom of enjoyment
and a place in the scheme of things, to point out that the
formation of Mr.Waller's ""latch in imitation of 1,'aster Humphrey's
Clock is not only humorous - it is symbolic, a further manifestation
of the harmony that should, exist between master and servant.
one occasion both clubs sat in .joint session.

On

In attempting to

trace Dickens' literary development from the publication of
Oliver Twist 1837-9 to sketches of Young Couples (1841) most
of the works were written contemporaneously with others, and
this perhaps accounts for the frequent re-employment of topic
and sentiment already previously utilised.

Thus, for example

Oliver Twis_t (1857-9) and Nicholas Hickleby (1333-9) though
different in the Jtain topics, yet show unmistakable points of
resemblance in minor treatment and material.

It is also interesting

to note that the fact that they were published in serial form for
newspapers

T

9

and in monthly shilling numbers" accounts for their

length and imperfect revision due to obvious haste.

1. Oliver Tlst originally published in serial form in
"rs~"Ma ga z i ne" a nd
2. Nicholas IJickleby issued in monthly shilling Numbers
Tllusfrated. by '"thiz 11 - Rablot K.Browne.
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A review of The Old CurioF.jty_^hop reveals the author's
attacks on social injustice produced, by callous businessmen, a
short-sighted and insincere group of politicians and a government
blind to its responsibility to the masses of its own people.

He

also attacks vice in which the individual indulges and, in which,
through lack of ideals and self-control, he voluntarily plunges.
In a nutshell, the plot of the novel concerns itself chiefly with
77hat is .-till considered to-day as an undesirable form of
individual vice - Gambling.

There is no suggestion that the old

man \vith whom the story is concerned developed this habit through
dire poverty or sheer necessity.

Although the motive was not

strictly "personal, for it arose from the desire to see his
grand-daughter financially secure for life, it is neverthelesscondemned a?, unnecessary, a deep rooted curse and a source of
constant anxiety and unhappiness even to the individual it is
meant to benefit.

In desperation, the old nan attempts to recover

his losses by contemplating the theft of money from L'rs.Jarley,
the benefactor for a time of I:ell and her grandfather.

The

intensity of his gambling passion to-gether with the vicissitudes
that afflict him, drive the old man to a state of mental
derangement, but not before he falls into the clutches of the
mis-s-^spen and inhuman Daniel Q,uilp, who, brute that he is,
treats his timid wife with unbelievable cruelty and bends to his
wicked will, 4ampson Bass, a crooked solicitor, and sally Brass
his sister and>partner in crime.

At this point, having shown
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the wicked side of human nature, be it motivated by personal
weakness or by hopes of gain, Dickens repeats his solution
of this world's ills "by ranging on the side of .lustice and
virtue The Garlands (Abel and his father) Kr .7/itherden, pompous
though well meaning notary, Christopher Nubbles, "Kit", honest
and model servant and as faithful and dependable as teller (Jnr.)
OI° Pi_c^VJA ck Papers, and Hell, the heroine, who i? too good to be
a creature of this v/orld and dies towards the end of the story.
As usual, the wicked suffer, the indifferent are converted and
the good prosper.
Barnaby Rudge is, of course, the first historical novel, and
is concerned with the incidents of the Lord Gordon or Protestant
riots, London in 1780.

From this point of view, it is unnecessary

to 5-tudy the plot in the usual wa?/, partly because it is not
considered pertinent to attempt the sifting of fact from fiction,
nor to endeavour to speculate on how much Victorian flavour is
present in its composition.

some of the incidents are striking enough to warrant a
supposition that though writing in the past, Charles Dickens was
also thinking in the present.

"re are familiar v/ith the

description of London streets which is given as early as 1636 in
sketches by Boz and repeatedly finds its way into nearly every
novel.

The character of ...ir John Chester, who attempts

unsuccessfully to break off the attachment between his son Edward
and Hiss Emma Haredale on the grounds of the poverty of the latter,
and because he is ambitious that his son should form an alliance
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that v;ill add to his own wealth and importance, is also familiar.
The Gordon Riots

as described "by Dickens leave the

impression that he was attempting to illustrate what results from
religious intolerance and the suppression of the masses in
ignorance and want.

He points out only too clearly that there are

no excesses of which an inflamed mob is incapable.

To Rive

point to this opinion, is the creation of the "Prentice Knights
or United Bull-Dogs" a society formed secretly by the apprentices
of London to resist the tyranny of their masters.

Mark Gilbert

on his admission to this society i:, described - "Age, nineteen.
Bound to Thomas Curzon, hosier. Golden Fleece, Aldgate. Loves
Curzon 1 s daughter.

Cannot say that Curzon 1 s daughter loves him.

Should, think it probable.

Curzon pulled his ears last Tuesday

week 1' 2
';/hat appears to be a further addition to the Dickensian
thesis is his presentation of his idea of capital punishment.
Ned Dennis, the ringleader of the Gordon rioters and a former
hangman has a great respect for law and insists upon constitutional
procedure.

But he sees nearly everybody he meets as a potential

1.

"Ho Popery" riots, London 1780, resulted from the passage of
a Bill"by" Parliament relieving Roman Catholics from certain
disabilities and penalties. Many Roman Catholic churches, the
residence of Lord Chief Justice Mansfield, numerous private
dwellings and Newgate Prison were destroyed.

2.

Barnaby Rudge Chap. VI11

- :c^xl-
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victim of the gallows, and think?

it a neat method to hang all who

stand in opposition to the rioters.

The refusal of his fellow

insurgents to adopt his suggestion fills him with disgust.

Upon

the suppression of the riot and his own condemnation to death, he
realises that the satisfaction v/hich he experienced for ao long
in the execution of capital sentence upon his fellow men was
not shared "by his unfortunate victims, and in abject fear, he
shrinks from his fate.
Of Martin Chu zzI e'.vit Dickens 'writes :- "My main object
in this ?tory was to exhibit in a variety of aspects the commonest
of all vices; to show how selfishness propogates itself, and to
what a grim giant it may grow from small beginnings."

With regard

to the American section of the book he further adds:- "As I
have never, in writing fiction, had any disposition to soften
what is rediculous and v;rong at home, I hope (and believe that
the good-humoured people of The United states are not generally"
disposed to quarrel with me for carrying the same usage abroad." 2
The plot of the novel, though it deals with the spirit of
cupidity, which sometimes leads even to murder, is marred and
complicated by the introduction of innumerable characters and
1.

-, ee Preface to L.a r t i n G hu z a 1 e w it.

2.

The American reading public did, in fact, quarrel with
his references to their social and political institutions,
both in this book as well as in his American Kotes.
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incidents.

Dickens attempts too much and at last after a vain

effort to keep his eyes on too many developments brings his story
to an end with the usual bouquets for the good and ruin for the evil,
In Dornbey 'and ^on the emphasis is placed on inordinate pride
and arrogance.

Paul Dombey is a business man whose main hopes and

ambitions are centred in his ouc-.iness and its future. In Dickens'
^9. T*I! to
description "The/was made for Dombey to trade in, c nd the sum
and moon were made to give hira light........ common abbreviations
took new meaning in his eyes, and had sole reference to them .
A.D. had no concern with Anno Domini, but stood for Anno Dornbei and : :'on."

'"hen Dombey's son, Paul, its born his father regards

his advent as an auspicious event to further in future, the
fortunes of his business.

In hit, selfish way, he maps out the

future and carefully supervises the upbringing of hie heir.

He is

completely indifferent to the sweetness of his daughter Florence,
.vho disappoints her i'ather because .she was not born a boy.

'Then

Paul's mother dies, Dombey senior decides to marry a second time,
Mrs .Granger, handsome, haughty and \vilful.

"he fesls neither

love nor regard for Kr.Dombey and consents to marriage with him
as an exchange of beauty, grace and varied accomplishment for
v/ealth and social position.

At the end of the novel Dombey

is shown to be a sadly disillusioned creature.

Florence, his

neglected daughter finds happiness in her marriage with : 7alter
Gay.

Paul Dombey (Jnr.) dies at the age of five thus blighting

his father's business hopes.

Mrs.Edith Dombey, his second wife,

completes the downfall of his pride when she elopes v:ith Mr.Carker
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Dombey's confidential clerk.

In this novel, as in the Old Curiosity

•7.hop, the attack is directed against individual evil.
David Copperfield is generally accepted as outlining some
of the main events of the author's life,

^nd here the student of

Dickens yields to the temptation to refer to that eminent biographer,
John Forster.

In Forster's personal comment on the author's

popularity in 1S50, he boldly asserts :- "Dickens never ?tood so
high in reputation as at the completion of Copperfield.

From the

first it had surpassed in popularity, though not in scale, all his
2
previous books except Pickwick."
That the work was designed and executed with great sincerity
and personal recollections, of the past, is. evident from this extract
of a letter - "Oh, my dear Forster, if I were to say half of what
Copperfield makes me feel to-night, how strangely, even to you,
I should be turned inside-out ] I seem to be sending some part of
myself into the shadowy world"

*z

Though there is strong reason

to accept the fact that Dickens identified himself, to a certain
extent, with the hero of David Copperfield, it is necessary to
remember that there is a lurking danger to seek to make the
corrroarison more complete than the writer might ever have intended.
1.

The Life of Ghar 1 es Pickens - John Forster - J.Li.Dent & '-'ons,Ltd. London & 'i'oronto -~~iy^v".

2.

Vol.11. Chap. Vll., P.98, Para.1.

3.

To John Forster - 21et October, 1350.
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The s tyls of David Copperfield is simple and
The many threads of the plot seem to be well held to -aether
in producing the general effect.

'.Vhen Dickens chooses to dr/ell

on interesting characters like Micawber and Betsy Trotwood, they
blossom in their own patch.,

whilst they are subordinated to, and

bring into bolder relief the character of the central figure.

This

:ovel seems to epitomise and uet a seal upon all that preceded or
came after it, and satisfactorily reveals in a single volume more
of the Dickensian philosophy and teaching than is found in any other
isolated book.

His humour is restrained, and pathos is cut down to

the minimum.
Copper-field, the young hero, tells his own story.

Most of the

characters are real, the loving, though weak and simple mother,
Peggotty, staunch a-:, a rock and as loyal as it is possible to imagine,
1'r.Peggotty friendly and lovable - the- all live. One cannot say
for sure v/hether child-psychology was receiving any investigation in
Dickens' day or whether it existed as a recognised study.

"r e know

that at ^resent, all the branches of psychology are not only
recognised as subjects for serious and scientific study, but that
thev are established as such.

Thus there is value, to the modern

man, in Dickens' faithful presentation to the reader, of the
sensitiveness of the mind of a child, its reaction to kindness
and cruelty, and its desire for sympathy and understanding.
1. I might here record the fact that ;Ty mature interest in Dickens
is -oartly due to the memories of six years of an unhappy
childhood, spent away from my parents. In David Copperfield
I have discovered a true representation of the misery or "an"
unhappy child.
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To learn something about the workhouse system and the
place of the "writs" issued by creditors in the hope of recovering
loans of money advanced, the reader has merely to follov/ the
fortunes of l/.icawier, portrayed as an individual of some talent,
though bul'fetted on both sides by an indifferent social-economic
system and the results of his own improvidence and indecision.
The author satirises the legal profession, and a particular
representation in Uriah Keep - a monster of ugliness ?/hose assumed
humility and piety mask the wicked determination to bring ruin on
the virtuous and good.
In the -.iteerforth family, we are given examples of unyielding
pride and snobbery v;hich, in the end brings ruin upon those who
exercise these passions - ruin, which not only destroys them but
involves in disgrace the lovable family of the Peggottys.

It will

be remembered that pride was the chief topic of Dombey and '"on.
Reminiscences of Ni cho 1 as IIick 1 eby and the wicked ^queers are
present in the account of life at -alem House ^. chool under the
tyrrany of kr.Creakle and his voice and creature Tungay.

Triting

of Creakle, Dickens records :- "I know him to have been an
incapable brute, who had no more right to be possessed of the great
trust he held, than to be Lord High Admiral, or Commander-in-Chief:
in either of which capacities, it is probable that he would have
done infinitely less mischief."

Creakle's pupils were badly

accommodated, badly governed and ill fed.
Poverty is once again exposed in the description of Mr.lvlell,
the timid matter at '-'alem House, and hi:, mother.
and physical misery must have been abject.
1.

David CopperfieJLd - Chap. Vll. Page 83.

Their mental

I think it was the
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writer Juvenal who remarked in ons of his satires that the most
unbearable aspect of poverty was that it made the person afflicted
appear ridiculous.

It is in this light, but more pathetic than

humorous, that Dickens presents the unforgettable scene between
the distressed kr.kell and the haughty and insolent "teerforth who
justifies his rudeness and insubordination to the former by remarking
to Kr. Creakle "Since you expect me, kr. Creakle, to justify myself, and
to say what I mean - what I have to say is this, that hi^ mother lives
1
on charity in an alrnshouee."
In these and several other comparisons v/ith his earlier books.
David Cojjperfield

seems to sum/up concisely much of Dickens' attitude

to society and to the individual.

Poverty, cruelty, relip;ion in

connection with the Murdochs, the workhouse system, the poor-law
system, social vices and prisons - all find their place.
All the other books of this period have been classed
together as The Christmas Books, and it is in that group that they
will be treated.

If in the main, the other group of writings dealt

with have expressed a dissatisfaction with social and individual
evils, the Cristrnas Books appear to give a message to each individual,
a philosophy by which each man and woman can contribute to the
general good and happiness.

An assessment of this philosophy will

follow in a later chapter; but in the preface to A
Dickens said of this as well as of the others, "My purpose was, in a
whimsical kind of masque, which the good humour of the season
justified, to awaken some loving and forbearing thoughts, never out
of season in a Christian Land.'1
!

Chap.VH. p. 93.

(54)

The story centres round Ebenezer scrooge, surviving partner
of the firm of ^crooge and L&rley, and shows him a hard, miserly
and emotionless wretch, upon whom years of toiling with no other
purpose than for gain and greed have left their indelible stamp " a
tight-fisted hand at the grindstone..... a queezing, wrenching,
grasping, scraping, clutching, covetous old sinner:.........flint,
from whi ch no steel had ever struck out generous fire..........
he iced hit office in the dog-days, and didn't thaw it one degree at
Christmas."

In striking comparison, Bob Cratchit, ^crooge's

poor clerk, Bob's wife and their four children, though poor are
full of hope for the future, kindliness and appreciation of the
simple pleasures of their miserable existence.

Scrooge's conversion

is effected by meant* of the vi;-:it to him on Christmas Eve, of the
ghegt gf J§:@§fe Karley, and the visits of the Ghosts of Christmas
Past, Christmas Present and Christmas Yet To Corne, and their
reminding him of and revealing to him sentiments and emotions to
which he had for long been blind and hardened.

Obviously, Dickens

was advocating "Good v/ill to all men" and human charity during three
hundred and sixty-five days of the year.

That if _the rich shared

the good things of life with the poor, not from a sense of
Condescending charity, out rather impelled by the deep-rooted
human emotion of fellow feeling, which every man ought to recognise,
then all would be well.

V:hen : >crooge learns this lesson he is at

peace with his nephew Fred, from v/hom he had been estranged, he
improves the condition of his clerk Bob Cratchit and that of his
poor family and, generally generates an atmosphere of happiness
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which envelopes all who come within his orbit.
The Chimes returns to a more deliberate consideration
of the lot of the poor.
to earn his keep.

Toby Veck (Trotty) is poor, but he loves

His love for the music of the bells in the

church raear his usual station is perhaps responsible for his dream
as he falls asleep by his fireside on Christmas Eve.

In his dream ,

he finds the nells peopled by spirits, phantoms and dwarfs of
various sizes, shapes and occupations.. After a time they disappear
and every bell grows into the shape of a bearded and mysterious
figure.

The goblin of the great bell reprimands him for sundry

instances of wrongdoing and places him in charge of a little
child, The spirit of the Chimes, and to Dickens the spirit of
Christmas and the New Year, by \vhorn "Trotty" is shown various future
sorrowful scene?, the actors in which he knows only too '.veil.

The

moral is "that we must trust and. hope, and neither doubt ourselves,
nor the good in one another."
he has- only been dreaming.

Toby wakes and is relieved.to know

He remembers the lesson and the

remembrance of his dream makes his New Year- happier.
The Cricket on the Hearth illustrates that suspicion and
irds trust are often unfounded; that courage and home affection make
poverty endurable, and that the simple-hearted often appeal to
universal regard through their generosity and forgiveness of wrong.
The Battle of Life, teaches that cynicism and an
intellectual indifference 'to the ordinary human emotion:, break down
"hen faced with disrupted home life and anxiety for the w elf are
of those we hold dear.

(56)

The Ha united Man is included in the Christmas Collection.
Mr.Redlaw, the central character, sits musing before the fire and
broods over each wrong and sorrow that he has suffered.

An awful

spectral likeness of himself offers to cancel the remembrance of
his past sorrows.

Not only is he freed from remembrance

given the power to impart forgetfulness to others.

but he is

But interest,

compassion and sympathy leave his heart and he becomes unemotional
and indifferent to suffering.
he encounters.

This poison he also passes on to all

His influence however, does not affect a ragged

child, whose senses, cruelty and hardships have blunted.

Redlaw

regrets his pact with his own spectre and is restored to peace of
mind by the benign influence of Killy, an example of patience,
virtue and benevolence.

The lesson here it that our own sorrow,

wrong and trouble make us sympathetic to the ills and misfortunes
of others whom we can help.
One important aspect of a brief review of the works of the
period 1836-50 is noteworthy.

Once the young writer had tried his

wings and discovered that, as a literary artist, Pickwick was
better received than he could possibly have imagined, apart from
personal considerations and ambitions, it appears that the
strongest urge to %h effort was the desire to draw the attention
of the reading public and that of those in high places to social
conditions of ignorance, poverty and squalor.

After 1850, with the

exception of perhaps Bleak Hous_e and Hard Timejs which are also
typical of the earlier matter and method, the early zeal appears
to be tempered, perhaps because of a mellowness of judgment brought
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about by success, greater maturity or both.

All the same, if

Dickens did not write another social novel after 1350, it seems
certain that he would still be quoted as the greatest single
contributor to that class of literature.

Whether the author's

motive in drawing attention to misery was born out of his own
experiences and was strongly influenced thereby cannot be finally
decided on the lack of further evidence.

It is an eloquent tribute

to the man's sincerity and loyalty to a cause, to note that all his
lifetime, and particularly during the years under review, he
remained steadfast in expressing his beliefs and. observations .ge
r.acle the Victorians laugh, he made them cry; but he did more than
any other man of his time or before him, to indicate that England
was a country of two nations - the prosperous and. the unfortunate,
'hat evils were exposed, and how some of these exposures have
improved modern conditions will be dealt with in due course. At the
beginning of this chapter, we were looking for a thread of Dickens'
social philosophy which ran through the changing pattern of his works
There are many threads, but the most important seems to be his
deep-rooted belief in the message of Christmas - Peace on earth and
goodwill to all men.

Couple with this the fact that he mentions

foreigners with no air of superior-it:/ on his own part nor reproach
to them, his spirit of Christmas finds theoretical acceptance.
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Chapter ill.

them. '
General livinr; c o ndi t ions .
In several novels, it is to be o'n served that great
emphasis is placed upon hone and home life, especially a happy
home.

That a>: Englishman's house is his castle, is a phrase

Y/hich it very often heard to-day.

It require? very little

imagination to conclude that, during the period covered "by these
novels under review, the name cf home, v/ith all the connotation
of T ".ace -o " '" i^apioine r ° t 1'"'7'^ "i<- -.ir-"' i-r n (••<•• ni V.'I/V.T^ = t. ^^

v IT.-'- v^-^^

'••ounded hollo'./ to the great majority of the population.

There

are innumerable examples of intolerable and revolting conditions
of >orri ^ "'if'0 and livins; conv^'-iience •

As •p=~ar.-'r. tV| R "vr^t ni- ->.;"!.:-;-•- r

of buildinLj and locality there is this description "It was a collection of Mere hovels: some, hastily
built '.;ith loose bricks: others, cf old v/orrn-eaten ship-timber :
.jutabled together without any attempt at order or arrangcn;oirc. , and
planted, for the most part within a few feet of the river's bank.
^ fev; leal"^1- boats drav/h up on the mud, and rcade fast to the dv/arf 'wall
'."'hich &i:irted it: and here and there an oar or coil of rope:
appeared, at first to indicate that the inhabitants of these •
miserable cottages .pursued some avocation on the river. ............
In the hear't of this cluster of 'huts, and skirting the river, v/hich
its upper storief overhung; stood a large building, formerly
used as a manufactory of some kind.

It had, in its day, probably
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furnished employment to the inhabitant & of the surrounding
But it had Ion' ;- ince r:one to ruin.

tenements.

The rat, the

v.'orrn, and the action of damp had weakened and rotted the rales
on v;hich it p.tood;"

The picture of ab.lect and soul-de^radin?

povert ir "'3 <- complete - an

idle factory, un^T-T-.invnent and mi^er^-.

ITo '.vender that crime and vice \vore bred on r.uch a spot.

The

horror of the appalin-;- conditions in which the labouring classes
lived if' described in novel after novel.

Here a~:aln:

"It v/a& nearly five o'clocl: in the afternoon, •"---< drav/in^
near another cluster of labourer's hut & , the child looked
wistful!;^ in each, doubtful at v;hich to ar-.-: for psrmis-sion to
re,c.t a \vhile, and buy - "vuurdit of milk.
It war not easy to determine, for she was timid and
feaful of being repulsed*
.noisy vjii'e.
many" 2

Here v/aj a cryinr child, and there a

In thi?, t"--: people ••^^rner) too -^o&r; in that, too

Of the hard tasi-:?.. of the poor mothers, Kit' p nother eorver

a& • example *
"The room in which Kit rat himself dovm, in thi? condition,
was an extremely poor and homely place, but v.'ith that air of
comfort about it, nevertheless, vhich - or the spot mu?t he a
wretched one indeed - cl&anlinei: r and order can arrays impart
in f^ome degree.

Late as. the Dutch clock showed it to be, the poor

woman -?•? &till hard at v;ork at an ironing table;" 5
1.

(Uj-vsr Twist: P. 542 Para. 3.

2.

Th01dGuriosT_<hop:

3.

Ibid: P. Ill, tara. 5.

l: .l£-i, Pare. 4.
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A far more serious; ,-itnation of things was the fact that
the price of food was high - certainly, beyond the rneaiir of the
poor clerk ahout .7hon this passage speaks :
"He has a small plate to-day, because greens are a penny more
than potatoes, and he had 'two breads' yesterday, with the
additional enormity of 'a cheese 1 the day before." ^
Besides, there '.'.'ere

hops v.'hich apparently catered only

for the needs of the poor:
"Again this quarter passed, they carne upon a. rtran-p-ling
neighbourhood, '".here the mean houses narnell^d off in rooms, and
'indov/& patched "ith rags and paper, told of the populous? poverty
that sheltered there.

The shops sold goods that only poverty could

buy, and sellers and buyers •/.'ers Topped alike....... .but ta;c-gatherer
and creditor carne there as els3v;hei-e, and the poverty that yet
struggled was hardly less squalid and manifest than that v/hich had
2
long ago submitted and given up the game. " ;V hat follows paints a
pitiable picture: "Damp rotten houses, many to 1st, many yet building, many
half-built and mouldering av;ay - lodgings, v/here it -"oulcT be hard
to tell .v/hich needed pity most, tho^e './ho let or thop e v;ho cane to
take - children, scantily fed and clothed, spread over every street,
and sprav/ling • in the dust - scolding' mothers, stamping; their
slipshod feet v/ith noisy threats upon pavement- shabby fathers,
1.

sketches ^\;~-°- z: P * 2SC > ^ ar>a<2 »

2.

The Old Curiosity ;.;hop: f.159, Para 2.
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hurry inn; v/ith dispirited looks to the occupation which brought
them "daily bread" and little more - mangling women, washerwomen,
cobblers, tailor?, chandlers, driving their trades in parlours
and kitchens and back rooms and garrets, and ^ometimes all of them
under the same roof - brick-fields skirting gardens paled with
staves of old casks, or timber pillaged from houses burnt clov/n, and
blackened and blistered by the flames - mounds of dock-weed, nettle^,
coarse crass and oyster shells, heaped in rani: confusion - small
dissenting chapel-, to teach, -,.<ith no lack of illustration, the
miseries of Earth, and plenty of nev; churches, erected with a little
superfluous wealth, to show the way to Heaven." ^
In explanation of the last quotation, it is necessary
to refer to. the state of unrest that was created among the working
class as a result of the cumulative effects cf various political
and economic changes of v/hich, at the time, the Land Enclosure
Acts, the Corn Lav/s and the hardships brought about by the new
economy characterised by the Industrial devolution, were but a few.
The author apparently believes that with sympathetic consideration
for the depressed classes as well as a desire on the part of the
rich, to share generously with the poor, the rougher edges could
have been rubbed off from acute want.
have pointed

Besides, as some historians

out, one of the main reasons why a national civil

war did not break out was because of the strong influence of
methodism which laboured to divert attention from the hardships of
2
material world to future heavenly hope.'"
1.

Ibid: P.159, Para. 3.

2.

3ee Chap.l.

.
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From the point of view of Dickens, this state of affairs was
highly unsatisfactory,

-Religion is an important facet in the

life of an individual and certainly ought to he practised si
each in his own way.

At the same time present ills require present

remedy; those responsible for the government of the country, for
its economic policy and for the general welfare of the comTimitv
should receive timely warning that all y;as not well, and that it
was their responsibility to put natters right,

"taunch believer in

New Testament teaching as Dickens was, it i.-, possible to imagine
him comparing the politicians and business men of his day with the
ticribes, Pharisees and i'adducees who "tithed mint...." but ignored the
pressing claims of the poor,

wome idea of how, in argument and

discussion, logical ha ire. were split while the poor starved and died
can be "leaned from the Report of the Meetings of the l.Iudfog
Association, -and while "the filthy and miserable appearance of.....
London can hardly be imagined by those (and there are many such)
who have not witnessed it.

//retched house:.-, with broken windows

patched with rags and paper: every room let out to a different
familv, and in many instances to two or even three - fruit and
'sweet-stuff 1 manufacturers in the cellars, barbers and red-herring
vendors in t^ e front parlours, cobblers in the back; a birdfancier in the first floor, three families on the :econd, starvation
in the attics, Irishmen in the passage, a 'musician 1 in the iront
kitchen, anc. a cnarwoipan and five hungry children in the back one filth everywhere - a gutter before the houses and a drain behind -

"ketches by Doz
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clothes drying and slope, emptying, from the windows; girls of
fourteen or fifteen, with matted hair, walking about barefoot, and
in white great-coats, almost their only covering; boys of all a ^eu,
in coats of all sizes and no coats at all; men and v;omen, in every
variety of scanty and dirty apparel, lounging, scolding, drinking,
The description

smoking, squabbling,fighting and swearing."
it. too vivid for fiction.

In contract to the squalor described the

gin-shops are clean and attractive v; ith their "profusion of gas-light:
surrounded by stucco rosettes.....perfectly dazzling when contrasted
with the darkness and dirt we have lust left......side-ailee of
great casks.........'old Tom,549;' 'Young Tom, 350;' 'Samson,1421' .....
a proprietor, stout, coarse fellow in a fur cap, put on very much
on one tide to give him a knowing air." 2

Thus the average

labouring man found himself beset on one side by poverty and on the
other, -drink, a temporary panacea for- all his ills.
In environment of this description children v;ere born
and grew.

First of all Dickens pointy how that the rate of infant

mortality v/a b alarmingly high - "it is a fact ascertained, V
accurate calculations, that the following immense percentage of
•7

babies never attain to two years old." ' : r?tchedness of children's
is desribed by the Phantom thus:
P.226, Para.111.

1.

Sketches_jD£jBoz_:

2.

Ibid: P.226, Para 4.

3.

The Haunted Kan: (Christmas -stories) P.421.
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I' ml

This, (pointing: to the boy) is the last, completest

illustrations of a human creature....... .no softening memory
of borrov;, wrong, or trouble enters here, "because this wretched
mortal from his birth has been abandoned to a worse condition
than the beasts, and has, within his knowledge, - no one contra.: t,
no nunanioing touch, to make a grain of such a memory spring up
in his hardened breast.

All within this desolate creature is

barren wilderness........... --oe, tenfold to the nation that shall count
its monster:-, such as thi::, lying here, by hundreds, and by
thousands i"
Further, attention is drawn to the fact that children
die as the result of their parents being thrown out of work "That's a dead child.

I and five hundred other men were thrown

out of work, three months ago.

That i. my third child, and last." 2

The hard lot of the poor families lead thern to send their
children out to work at a very immature age.

-;urely this is an

expression of the author's own feelings, although the words come
from the mouth of one of his characters. "It always grieves me to
contemplate the initiation of children into the ways of life,
when they are scarcely more than infants.

It checks their

confidence and simplicity - two of the best qualities that Heaven
gives them - and demands that they share our sorrows before they
are capable of entering into our enjoyments."
P.160.

1.

Ibid.

2.

The Old Curiou&ity ohop; P.441.

3.

Ibid: P.18.
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Very often they v:ere grossly overworked.

The diminutive servant

of the Brass household "must have been at v;ork from her cradle",
and in her own -words - "I do plain cooking. I'm housemaid too;
2
I do all the work of the house."Very often starved or fed on
unwholesome food and unwanted, scraps they were compelled to steal.
If children were brought up in a state of want and ignorance,
they naturally and easily-fall a prey to vice.

In the emotional

outburst of the woman who appeals to the officer of the law to
pardon her erring son:
"How many of the girls and boys - ah, men and women too that are brought before you and you don't pity, are.deaf and dumb
in their minds, and go wrong, in that state, and are punished in
that state, body and soul, while you gentlemen are quarreling
among yourselves whether they ought to Igarn this or that ?"^
A few embrace virtue and never stray from the paths of goodness,
in spite of every conspiracy to the contrary. Little ITell is
one such example.

After listening to a recital of the troubles

she has passed through, the kind-hearted schoolmaster reflects
silently:
"Thio child - has this child heroically persevered under all
doubts and danger^-, struggled with poverty and suffering, upheld
and sustained by strong affection and the consciousness of
1.

Ibid? P..356.

2.

Ibid: P.559.

3.

Ibid: P.442.
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rectitude alonei

And yet the world ib full of such heroism."

Education. In England to-day, it is generally accepted that
children should be sent to school at the .ace of five; that schoolbuilding, curriculum and teacher should combine to provide the
best training possible for each individual child, and that the
child should regard school as a place of pleasurable instruction.
Games, food, rest and hobbies are but a fen items of the modern
teacher's responsibilities.

The total abolition of corporal

punishment is even btrongly advocated in -orne quart ere at the
present time-

Exactly a hundred, years ago, this article appeared

in "Tb3 Times"
A timid and tentative Education Bill wap meetinrr v/ith.
opposition - though it v/ent no farther than Government grants-in-a id
to private schools, administered by a committee of the Privy Council.
A leading article characterises the opposition a^- " the least
rational or creditable of all (recent crusades).

It is against

the only lil'ely or possible remedy for the v/orr-t evil and scandal
of these realms - the crying, ignorance of the poor.
Lord Korpetb - afterv/ardb .seventh Earl of Carlisle - uho v/a&
'in charge of the Bill, taid at York: "I have come here v/ithout
statistics...... but I am content v/ith the evidence of v/hat I see
and. hear.

I am content with \vhat passes at every petty session^,

where the far greater part of the fine grown-up young men and v.'omen
can none of them v/rits their ov/n names; I am content 'vith the
details made out by chaplains and governors of prisons, and I
1.

Ibid; p.450. Lapt. para.
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cannot resist the conviction, that the education of the mass of
our working men and women, and of that fearful multitude which
goes by the name of the'poor, i fe glaringly, scandalously deficient
(Applause) I know that out of the pale of the church, beyond the
limit& of the denominations, there is a vast destitute neglected mass
festering in our streets and alleys, with every sight and sound
of contamination, choking the accesses to every sense, without any
sanse of duty to earth or to Heaven, upon whom no word of
instruction every fallo - upon whom no breath of love ever settles these, unclaimed by Lambeth, unknown to Geneva, unconverted by Rome,
I would invite - I almost wish I could compel - to come in (applause);
I do not yo much care to which fold, y o that there was a hope of
teaching them that man is their brother and that "God is love." ^
This expression of opinion based on reliable facts, coming, as it
does, from a responsible politician, more than bears out the main
argument of Dickens' social novels, and stamps them with the
indelible mark of sincerity.

For the great majority of the masses,

no means of education were provided,
there were, are described vividly.

"'hat educational opportunities
It is difficult to sift fact

from fiction in the accounts presented.

Evidence supports the

opinion that Dickens did, at least, institute a personal enquiry
into the worse abuses of the educational system in Yorkshire, as the
following quotations from the Preface to Nicholas y j c ^^y
prove:1.

From "The Times" - Saturday, April 10th,1847.
a supplement, 5d.

Price with
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"Of the monstrous neglect of education in England, and
the disregard of it by the state as a means of forming good or
bad citizens, and miserable or happy men, private schools long
afforded a notable example."
"Any man who had proved his unfitness for any other
occupation in life, was free, v/ithout examination or qualification,
to open a school anywhere;"
"These Yorkshire schoolmasters were the lowest and most
rotten rung in the whole ladder.

Traders in the avarice, indifference,

or imbecility of parents, and the helplessness of children;
ignorant, sordid, brutal men, to '.'/horn few considerate persons would
have entrusted the board and lodging of a horss or a dog; they
formed the worth corner-stone of a structure, which, for absurdity
and a magnificent high-minded laisse-z-aller neglect, has rarely
been exceeded in the world."
"I cannot call to mind, now, how I came to hear about
Yorkshire schools when I was a not very robust child, sitting in
bye-places near Rochester Castle.........my first impressions of
them......were comehow or other connected with a suppurated abscess
that some boy had come home with, in consequence of his Yorkshire
guide, philosopher, and friend, having ripped it open with an
inky pen-knife•"
".......- at last, having an audience, I resolved to write
about them.

V/ith that intent I went dov/n into Yorkshire before I

began this book in very severe winter time which is pretty faithfully
described herein.
1.

As I wanted to see a schoolmaster or two, and

This incident Dickens relates in Nicholas ITickleby P.517.
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wa& forewarned that those gentlemen might, in their modesty,
b^ shy of receiving a visit from the author of the Pickwick Papers,
I consulted v/ith a professional friend who had a Yorkshire
connexion, and v/ith whom I concerted a pious fraud.
letters of introduction."

Re gave me some

The account continues with the author's

chance meeting v/ith a jovial, ruddy, broad-faced man.

oome people

think they recognise this character in Nicholas Nickleby's friend
John Browdie.

He gives this advice to Dickens :

"V/eel Misther, we've been vara pleasant toogather, and
ar'll spak 1 my rnoind tiv'ee.

Dinnot let the weedur send her lattle

boy to yan o 1 our school-measthers, while there's a harse to
hoold in a' Lunnun, or a gootther to lie asleep in.......1'm
dorn 1 d if ar can gang to bed and not tellee, for weedur's sak 1 ,
to keep the lattle boy from a 1 side scoondrels while there's a
harse to hoold in a 1 Lunnun, or a goother to lie asleep in!"
"The author's object in calling public attention to the
system would be very imperfectly fulfilled, if he did not state,
in his own person, emphatically and earnestly, that Mr."-queers and
his school are faint and feeble pictures of an existing reality,
purposely subdued and kept down lest they should be deemed
impossible......... .that, since he has been engaged upon these
Adventures, he has received, from private quarters far beyond the
reach of suspicion or distrust, accounts of atrocities, in the
1.

With his letters of introduction, the author posed as an
agent for a widow, who wished to eend her son to a Yorkshire
school.

(70)

perpetration of which upon neglected or repudiated children,
these schools have been the main instrument, very far exceeding
any that appear in these pages."
stamp of truth and sincerity.

Evidence of this nature hears the

In broad outline, it indicates the

frightful abuses practised in the name of education.

For the

details-, we must return to the novels themselves.
Trusting parents were taken in by well-constructed
newspaper advertisements "Education - At Kr.Wachford squeers's Academy, Dotheboys
Hall, at the delightful village of Dotheyboys, near Greta Bridge
in Yorkshire, youths are boarded, clothed, booked, furnished with
pocket-money, provided with all necessaries, instructed in all
languages living and dead etc. etc. etc., Terms, tv/enty guinea^
per annum.

IIo extras, no vacations, and diet unparalleled." 1<

The schoolroom of this establishment is described ag " a bare
and dirty room, with a couple of windows, whereof a tenth part might
be of glass, the remainder being stopped up with old copybooks and
paper.

There were a couple of long old rickety desks, cut and

notched, and inked, and damaged, in every possible way; two or
three forms; a detached desk for ^queers; and another for his
assistant.

The ceiling was supported, like that of the barn,

by cross beams and rafters; and the walls were so stained and
discoloured that it was impossible to tell whether they had ever
been touched with paint or whitewash."
1.

I!icholas ^ickleby : P.53.

2.

Ibid P.125.

p
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The pupils themselves were "Pale and haggard, faces, lank
and bony figures, children v/ith the countenances of old men,
deformities with irons upon their limbs, boys of stunted growth,,
and others whose long meagre legs would hardly bear their
stooping bodies, all crowded on the view together; there were
the bleared eye, the hare-lip, the crooked foot, and every
ugliness or distortion that told of unnatural aversion conceived
by parents for their offspring, or of young lives which, from the
earliest dawn of infancy, had been one horrible endurance of
cruelty and neglect

-

--faces darkened with the :;cowl of sullen,

dogged suffering; .. childhood with the light of its eye quenched,
it-:- beauty gone, and its helplessness alone remaining; .....every
kindly sympathy and affection blasted in its birth, vfith every
young and healthy feeling flogged and starved down------ what an
incipient Hell was breeding hereJ"
The method of instruction was not the least outrageous
of the abuses.

A lesson in English is quite familiar to those

acquainted with the sorry fact? recorded in Nicholas Nickleby. 2
It emphasises the fact that the ignorant pupils were instructed by
teachers v.'hoas ignorance was frightful.
S queers inculcated strength of mind through physical
privation.

His advice -

"subdue your appetites, my dears, and you've conquered
human nature.
1.
2.
3.

Thi? is the way we inculcate strength of mind." ti> *

Ibid: P.123-124.
"ee P. 127-8
Ibid: P.77.
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But if his pupils were not inclined to subdue their appetites
voluntarily, the economy of ^queers ' s establishment corrected
weak-mindedness.

"At one o'clock, the hoys, having previously

had their appetites taken away by stir-about and potatoes, sat
down in the kitchen to some hard salt beef.

After this, there v/ag

another hour of crouching in the school-room and shivering with
cold, and then school began again."

The motive for the

propaganda to conquer human natur 1 was crystal clear - the profit
motive.

Boys were infected with scarlet fever so that the

attendance of the doctor on the first to contract the disease was
paid for by all the victims jointly.

"7hen Krs .••'.queers was confined

to bed before the birth of young .."ackford the who opine: cough v/as
run through half-a-dozen boy-, and her expenses charged among them.

p

;,7 eak and ill boys were given a change of diet and turned out to
graze on the turnips and carrots in a neighbour's field.

It was

a common practice to send natu^-?. children to these schools, and
so few questions were asked about their welfare..The unfortunate
circumstances of ^mike, though he was'nt a natural r-on, are proof
of other motives which led parents to wish to be rid of awk -ard
heirs.

After the daily drudgery which was s mike's* lot, drudgery

unrelieved by a smile of kindness or a word of encouragement, he
found himself "vainly „•-:- ..avcuring to master some task which a
child of nine years old, possessed of ordinary powers, could have
conquered with ease, but which, to the addled brain of the crushed
2
._ Bless mystery." How Dickens
to' r o_" nineteen, was a sealed an"
1.

Ibid: P.129.

2.

Ibid: P.518.

3.

Ibid: P.187.
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compares the lot of children with that of slaves is evident from
Mr.^queers's remarks to his wife:
"A slave-driver in the '7est Indies is allowed a man under
him, to see that his "blacks don 1 t run away, or get up a rebellion;
and I'll have a man under me to do the same with our blacks, till
such time as little ./ackford is able to take charge of the'school." 1
Flogging was the accepted thing,

^queers thinks of the arrears

of flogging waiting for him as the result of hit. long stay in London.
Mr.Murdstone superintends Copperfield 1 s studies; but first "He gave
the cane another poise, and another switch; and having finished his
preparation of it, laid it down beside him, >/ith an impressive look,
and took up his book." 2

Though he might not have been fully aware of

it, Dickens 1 ?, account of Copper fields agonising emotions on thinking
of his lessons under Ivlr.lv'urdstone v/as an appeal on behalf of the
claims of the child.

"These solemn lessons, I remember as the

death-blow at my peace, and a grievous daily drudgery and misery.
They were very long, ver numerous, very hard - perfectly unintelligible,
some of tl em, to me - and I v/as generally as much bewildered by them
ae I believe my poor mother was harself." °
If childish recreation ;;as a thing unthought of in
^queers f s establishment, it war, never encouraged in the iurdstone
1.

Ibid: P.138.

2.

Davi'1 Gopperfie_l_d: P.53

3.

Ibid: P.-iP.
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household.

"As to recreation with other children of my a,q-e, I had

" ery little of that; for the gloomy theology of the I'urdstonet*
made all children out to be a swarm of little viper-is (though there
wa = a -child once set in the midst of the Disciples), and held that
they contaminated one another."
In Dickens's novels we read of the lonr li-t of fiendish
cruelties to schoolboys - the school where they broke the boy's ribs,
the constant dread of Lr.Creakle and the equally awe-inspiring
Tungay, method- of achieving firmness in education and the remainder
/
of the long li'-t of childish woes.
ltr."lug, as a result of research, presented to the Iludfog
^Pfociation the following c t-"1 M '- ties on children''- "hooks,

- '-' ria---ding

the state of infant education among the middle classes of London.
'That v;ithin a circle of t^ree miles from the Elephant and Castle,
the follov/ing ".'ere the names and numbers of children 1 r books
principally in circulation :Jack the Giant-killer
Ditto and Bean-stalk
Ditto and 21even Brothers
Ditto and Jill
Total

7,94-3
8,621
2,845
_1,908
21,407

2 '''

One cannot fail to detect the satire, and can conclude that
if the books available for children of the middle class were anything
like the figures stated and were really as limited in ^election, the
lot of the children of the poor was hopeless.
1.

Ibid: P.51.

2.

"ketches by Boa : P.756.

The report goes on to
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record the terrible ignorance of the average child.
Even in the more humane establishments v/hi.ch boasted
superior pretensions', tber-- vas r,n obvious frcT";!.-: .-or^-i--^^.-^ J,-c.
please parents.

At the girls school in Devonshire, at 'vhich Kate

Hickleby attended before the opening chapter? of the account, the
girls wrote all the letter,-, horns from a circular letter supplied by
The v;riting-master touched trem up afterwards ;;ith a
1
magnifying glass and a silver pen.
the staff.

Copperfield's recollection of Greakle's school consisted
mainly of "the waning summer and the changing season; of the frosty
momings v/hen v/e were rung out of bed, and the cold, cold smell
of the dark nights v/hen we were rung into bed again; of the
evening schoolroom dimly lighted and indifferently warmed, and the
morning schoolroom v/hich was nothing but a great shivering-machine;
pf the alternation of boiled beef v/ith roast beef, and boiled
mutton v;ith roae.-t mutton; of clods of bread and butter, dog'seared. le.T.son-books, cracked slates, tear—blotted copy books, caning&,
ruler-ings, hair-cuttings, rainy Sundays, suet puddings, and a dirty
atmosphere of ink surrounding all."
;;o much for the grim picture.

There is a far .more agreeable

picture of school life, if one i.- patient enough to tearch for it.
There is no indication in the novels (except Dickens intends
Copperfield's happy memories of Dr.strong to be taken serious^)
1.

Nicholas Mickleby. P.407.

2.

David Copperfield : P.99.
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nor in the Prefaces to the novels to conclude that the author
has. drawn upon his own experience?.-; or upon the experience of others
in the pleasant pictures he sketches.

Perhapb he expresses hi^

ideas 01 the model school and the model schoolmaster.

Ahout

Dr. ^trong's establishment he writes :
"The schoolroom was a pretty large hall, on the quietest
side of the house, confronted by the stately stare of some half-dozen
of the great urns, and commanding a peep of an old secluded
rrarder belon^ina-^-' to the Doctor, v/here the peaches wer3 rir)enin,rr
on
-

Cl>

the tunny south wall.

There were two great aloes, in tubs, on

the turf outside the windows; the broad hard leaves of which plant
(lookin^ as if they were made of painted tin) have ever since,
bv association, been symbolical to me of silence and retirement.
About five-and-tventy hoys './ere studiously engaged at their books
when v;e went in, but they rose to five the Doctor good morning,
and remained standing v;hen they yaw Mr." ! ickf ield and me."
"0ns Adam&, who was the head-boy, then stepped out of his
place and ;elcorned me.

Re looked like a young clergyman, -in his

white cravat, but he was very affable and good-humoured, and he
showed rne my place, and presented mo to tr u masters, in a gentlemanly
v;a^ that would have put me at my ease, if anything could." 2
<j

The whole school is described as excellent and differing
from Greakle's as "good is from evil' 1 , "gravely and decorously

.

T :-, A J .
X I • J.CL «

p ci i.-
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ordered, and

on a sound system" based on ^ -

..-,]_ >> t,o

the honour and gooa raith or the boys, and an avowed intention
to rely on their possession of those qualities unless- they
proved themselves unv;orthy of it, v./hich worked wond~-"-. r. .'' 1
Because all felt a personal responsibility in the ,ustaining of
the character and dignity of the school they were warrnlv attached
to it.

There were "noble games out of hours and plenty of

liberty."

The headmaster, 'Jr. trong v/a-

;opular idol, the

kindest of men with a simple faith and a character of benevolence.
There is another picture of another school and another schoolmaster.
The kindly schoolmaster, whom little Hell and her grandfather
get to knov;,

-

conscientious and ambition? to 'improve each

one 01 his pupils.

Thus he be coins,- a personal friend to the

little sick scholar.

He is aware that boys appreciate a half

holiday ''hen the sun is shining and when, the birds sing.

.Then

there are trees waving to all free boys to. climb and nestle
among their/leafy branches, not to mention the sir-hts of the newly
cut hay, the green corn, wood and streams.
There can be no mistaking Dickens's belief in education for
all.

In A Chri^tmas^ ^arol^ the second of the three spirits, the

"Ghost of Christinas r'resent 11 showed ocrooge a boy and a girl
"yellow, meagre, ragged, scowling, wolfish; but prostrate, too, in their humility." This spirit explained "They are Man's, and
they cling to r.e, appealing from their father^.
Ignorance.

1.

Thi.-

Ibid: P. 220.

irl i:

ant.

This boy is

Beware them both, and all of
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their decree, but no ft of all beware this boy., for on hi;--, brow I
see that written v;hich i;-, Doom, unless the writing ^e erased.
Deny iti

-.--lander those v;ho tell it yel >'dnit } <- for --our factious

purposes, and make it worse! And bide the endJ"
This O urely ; is the voice of Dickens raided in anger, in
compassion and in terrible warning.

For ambition^ Tr ouths

the

prospect might perhaps be that of "small office lads in large hats,
.who are made men before they are boys....... conscious of their
importance and the receipt of seven shilling!? a week:." ^
Physical J?.nd, Rental Effects of Poverty.
An author who describes for his readers the filthy conditions
in which the poor lived, their deprivation of every human feelinr of
sympathy, tv~ complete absence of the consolation of education
for their children, and then proceeds further to repeal the utter
physical and mental degradation of their lot, must have been an
acutely -ebitive sympathiser.
Home people ride poverty v/ith much i.iora cheerfulness than
others.

The ..Tt ife, dying before her husband's eyes rushes round

seeking financial aid to save her hut-band from his creditors.
In damp and cold weather, she wore a thin dress and broken shoes."The
family grew more prosperous, and p;ood fortune arrived.
too late.

TT>ut it was

Those children are mother-less now, and thei^ father would

C'ive up all he has since gained - house, home, goods, money: all
that he had, or even can have to restore the wife he has lost." 2
1.

Sketches Jjy Boz- 1.71. Para.2.

2.

sketches by Doz : ^-.51.
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The v/idov/ 1 ;^ son, a youn- lad of eighteen or nineteen, ;: u^ .uv'. od
yy bib mother by the pittance he earned by copying writings, and
translating for booksellers.

His mother tried hard to obtain

needlev/ork, .embroidery - an^ti-'inn: for bread,
shilling nov; and then while tbo ooy :

.h^ ^p.r-n-.^ ar odd

laboured steadily "dying

by minutes, but never once giving utterance to complaint or
murmur."

His death took place in due course.

There is the

case of the miserable mother ,vho, with her uaby in her arms,
sink's some popular ballad in the street to earn a fev/ pence for
food.

"The tears fall thick and fast.......the child is cold and

hungry, and its low half-stifled -vailing adds to the misery of
its v/retched mother."

Q

Pathos, undeniably; but the kind of

pathos for a class that strikes a responsive chord in the human
breast.

Often a somewhat per"-o>^l allusion, to the state of a

person's " ardrobe, rouses anger and a fight results.
llothing escapes the keen eye of the novelist - "a boy's
dress - a tov;n boy - short about legs and arms - .bagginrr at knee^, his parents decent but poor - he still v;ears at work the suit he
wore at school."

There are the shabby-genteel people "/ho are as

purely local to London as the statue at Charing Cross, or the
pump at Aldgate.

The shabby-genteel man displays "a depressed face,

and timorous air of conscious poverty.' 1

He is to be found in

the British I.oiseum every morning reading "two old dog's-eared
folios."

The reading room supplies warmth'to his body that

1.

Ibid: P.65.

2.

Ibid P.76.

5.

Ibid: P.316.
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he can get nowhere else.

He t its as close as possible to the table

to hide the absence of button?, on his- clothing.

At two o'clock

when all have gone off for- lunch, he dines on a rrench roll or a
penny loaf, "breaking off little bits, in hip pocket, and eating
their, by stealth".

His shabby suit and ftrangiy shaped hat, to '

v/hich long service had imparted a reddish-brown tint are revived by
a deceitful black and blue reviver "only to elevate hip. spirit?.-, for
a week and depress them, if possible below their oririnal level"
so that the transient dignity of the unhappy wearer decreases in
exact proportion'as the reviver wore off.
-.'/omen, wives and mothers particularly, puffer most mentally.
They live in scantily and meanly furnished rooms, and snend tbeir
lives in grief, want and anxious care.

mv"^ vife alone clings to

her "retched husband in good and evil, in slcknes,- and poverty.
Often, not poverty itself, but the mental state occasioned by
its realisation driven, victims to eitber insanity or to suicide.
And thi,

is hardly to be wondered at, for poverty makes marriage
g
and a happy home life unattainable.
On the other hand, young
r'irls have been lured into love-ler-s marriages with wealthy old

men whose financial hold on parents leads the daughters to attempt'
to loosen by sacrificing their own claims to happiness.

An example

relevant to the author's contention is the case 1 adeline Bray whose
father finds himself caught fast in the toils of the unscrupulous
Ralp llickleby and Arthur Gride, senile in all but his cupidity and
greed.
1.
2.

Gride is xorepared to cancel Sray's debts - at a price :

Ibid P.563-4.
Chimes (Christmas ".tories) iJ «!SO.
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"If I offer myself to bray as his son-in-law,
upon ons simple condition that the moment I am fast married he shall
Toe quietly released, and have an allowance to live .lust t'other
side the water like a gentleman (he can't live long, for I have
asked hit, doctor, omd he declares that his complaint is one of
the heart and it is impossible), and if ail the advantages of thib
condition are properly stated, and dwelt upon to him, do ^ou think he /
could resit;t me ?"

One is inclined to think that the possibility

of such a consummation of a villain's plans is too much for Dickens,
and he summons to his aid an outraged imagination that brings
about the death of Madeline's father on the morning of the weddinoand renders her proposed acrifice unnecessary.
Poverty has other hardships for young girls employment at tasks which require long hours and concentrated attention
in uncongenial environment.

ince the industrial and political

emancipation began to gain momentum only in the ear 177- 7T ears of the
present century, it is possible to imagine what conditions were
like over a -century ago.

At an early hour of the day, Kate !xlich"i rVhy

saw "I'.lany sickly girls, whose business, like that of the
poor worm, if to produce, with patient toil, the finery that bede.ckc-/
the thoughtless and luxurious, traverse our street-, making towards
the scene of t-eir daily labour, and catching, a s if by stealth,
in their hurried walk, the only gasp of wholesome air and glimpse
of F-unli.ght which cheers their monotonous existence during the .
2.
long train of hours that make a working day."
1.

Nicholas J^ckleby_._

2.

Ibid: F.256.

P.723.

;-..:....;3r3d in error, 33,
continued fro;-; pnge 31.
But if physical hardship were all that girls in this class
The insolence and

endured, their lot might still be tolerable.

inordinate pride of the wealthy v;ere insupportable.

Madame

Mantalinis clients were guilty of unpardonable rudeness to her
nervoua dressmaking attendants.

For other girls, a career of

street walking offered the only solution.

In this manner Kancy

finds her-elf, a thief. and a young lady of eapy moralp, in the
service of Fagin the Jev/ and of Bill "'ikes.

A shortage of housing

accorniTO dation in London naturally leadt, to vagranc7/.
The heritage of a/child was "The hard realities or the
world, with many of its worst privations - hunger and thirst, and
cold and want."
plenty.

And yet these conditions thrived in a land of

In bringing this section to a clo^e, tv/o pictures painted

by Dickens are recalled to mind.

The first :-

"Emporiums of splendid dre- rQr . the materials brought
from every quarter of the world; tempting stores of everything to
stimulate and pamper the

sated appetite and give new relish to the

c.ft-repeated feast; vessels of burnished gold and silver, v/rought
into every exquisite form of vaee, and dish, and goblet; guns,
swords, pi^tolsi, and patent engines of destruction; screv/s and. irons
for the crooked, clothes^ for the newly-born, drugs for the sick." 2
The :.econd "The rags of the squalid ballad-singer fluttered in the
rich li"ht that showed the goldsmith's treap.ures; pale and pinched1.

Pickwick Papers '• P.350.

2.

Nicholas kickleby: P.485 Para. 1.
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up facet hovered about the windows where was tempting food;
hungry eyes wandered over the profusion guarded by one thin
sheet of brittle glass* - an iron wall to them; half-naked shivering
figure? stopped to gaze at Chinese shawls and golden stuffs of
India.

There was a christening party at the largest coffin-maker's

and a funeral hatchment had stopped some great improvements in
the bravest mansion.

Ldfe and death went hand in hand; wealth

and poverty stood side by side; repletion and starvation laid
them down to-gether." ^

Economic and Political References'

.

' Very, little space can be devoted to a discus?, ion on
economic and political theory in the ordinary novel form, for
considerations of plot, character sketching and dialogue and
situation require the author's undivided attention.

In the

social novels of Dickens, it must be assumed that the writer
possessed an intelligent grasp of the pressing problems of the
period, and here and there some indication is given of his
personal views, '.'hatever the theory of. economics might allow,
>
he showed a satirical disdain for monopolies which prospered a
fev/ at the exioense of great numbers who were reduced to poverty
and beggary.

One sees this in hie handling of the formation of

the United Metropolitan Improved Hot Luffin and Crumpet taking
2
and Punctual Delivery company.
1.

Ibid: Para. 2.

2.

liicholas ITickleby: P.40, Para.l.
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The melancholy state of things that this new-formed connsn^
*t>
set out to correct, with a capital of Five I'd 11 ions, in five
'hundred thousand share P. of tsn pounds each, was "firstly,
by prohibiting;, under heavy penalties, all *<:>rivate muffin trading
- O
of every description; secondly, by themselves supplying the public
generally and the poor at their ov;n homes, with muffins of first
class quality at reduced prices.

It was- with this oh.lect that a

bill had been introduced into Parliament by their patriotic
chairman oir l.Iatthew Pupker. ....... .it nap the supporters of this
bill who would confer undying brightness and splendour upon
England 1 '

The suggestion that "and crumpet" be added after

the word muffin was carried triumphantly, only one man in the
crov.'d objecting, and he was "promptly taken into custody and
str-ai-htwa^ borne off."

Apart from the obvious conclusions

poirrtiiv to monopoly, it is significant that Dickens wishes to
point out the unholy alliance between Economics and Politics.
At this "oint, there is a reminder of the evils of the Corn
Lav;P. in urz .nickleby' s criticism, of the recklessness, of hackneycoach drivers and their exorbitant charges.

Aeferrinf7 to

the Act of parliament by which a driver was, legally entitled
to charge a shilling an hour e;:tra for having the top open, she
savs "^

I don't understand the subject, but I should say the

corn laws, could be nothing to that Act of Parliament."

In fact,

it is -natent that betv.'een Politics and Economics the plight of
the t:oor v/as unbearable.
1.

Ibid: P.405.

It is Dickens's- reflection, not Kits',
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that muses:

"I wonder if one of these gentlemen knew there was •

nothing in the cupboard at home, whether he'd --top on nurr.ose,
and make believe that he wanted to call some:. hers, that I mi^ht
earn a trifle."

(By holding his horse).

For the ordinary

middle class shopkeeper with great industry and pmall capital
there war, no hope of success, in the grim world of businers.

Things

always turn out in the same way .- the proprietor ^ets into
difficulties, hip shop gets into Chancery and ever^thinn- ^oes to
o

niin.°

One t'r pe of shop is an exception to the rule - it

flourishes and thrives upon the adversity of others - the pawn
broker 1 s shop.

They are pictured as "low, dirty-looking, dusty,

with a door standing; always doubtfully a little way open: halfinviting, half-repelling the hesitating visitor" ° with the words
over head "l.-oney advanced on plate, jewellery, wearing apparel,
and every description of property."

.'itb such limited scope to

earn a decent lining, it is not surprising that such large numbers
ended up in the grip of the pawnbroker, the financier, or -ithin
the sordid boundaries of a debtor's prison.
As to matters nor 3 strictly relating to the state of
politics in the country, there are frequent allusions.

The

report of the Hudfog Association reflects contempt for the
pomroous and ineffective attitude of a school of politicians
1.
2.
3 '•

The Old Curio sity ".hop: I-'. 149.
cces2A i£ '
iriDTHT^niapter^JCt 111.
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who£6 responsibility it v;ar to -tear- the rhip of -tate.
who continually & trained a fly and r v;allov.'ed a carnel.

Ken
T^ere is

satire in the accounts of Lr. /jv^nr/.on and kr. - ishottie 1 and
politic-"! rivalry detrimental to public interest?
very early in Dickens 1 ?, career as a v/riter.

These appear

Prospective Members

of -Parliament ".'bo could 'not fulfil the nec<°- - "-•" "inancial
*

qualification v-.'ere accommodated by obliging gentlemen who swore
to the qualification "a--

ere-matter of form" °

Thus they

easily became the dnpe^ of tho c 3 v/ho helped to tout them into
pov;er.

It is also sho\/n that seats in Parliament could and were

obtained by marriage.

Ken of family, \vith all the means and

superfluities of life v/ithin their reach often "married their
da-'--" '-., --.ri ...... .to youncr men v.'ithout heads or hearts, to tickle some
idle vanity, stengthen some family interest, or secure some
4
seat in Parliament 1"
And that
>jod many members were merely
puppets that reo^t^"1. *he crai : .r,e-

•

-.^chot-, of a poorly paid

pecretar^r or a './ealthy patron is clear from the interview which
Nicholas ITickleby had -.dth Ivir. Cress bury K.P. 5
1.

•-•-•;. -::etj3hes JoyJBoz : P.353.

2.

-llso Pio — ick Papers: P.211. ij ara.2.

3.

oketches By E'O_Z'_ P.752.

4.

Nicholas Wickleby; P.728.

If ]Tickleby
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consented to serve as this gentleman's, secretary, he would
have had to master foreign policy, read all account-- of --"'-'lie
meetings *u>.j. leading articles, frame question? to the "-ecretary
of "tate, master the intricacies, of home" and foreir^n finances
etc. etc. all for the ."rand sum of thirt-r-c i:- -. , ri ^.*<, ,-.^,... r,^.^ lp i
In other

-^ , J 1

-,, : ,-, a ^ ;.uj.i L.J. cL-ns v;ho were

ambitious to enter uvori -a parliamentary career without the
knov.'ledge, training and general preparation necessary for efficient

kr.uregsbury boasted "Thank Heaven, I am a oriton."

His

answer to Ljr-.Pugstyle's request for his resignation in accordance
with the '-:i^h-o of the electorate was,
''actuated by no ...sr-Eonal motives, but moved only by high
and great constitutional considerations;

.hich I .ill not attempt

to explain, for they are really beneath the comprehension of those
who have not made themselves Dusters, f-s I have, of. the intricate
and. arduous study of politics; I would rather- keep my seat,
and intend doin n; so."
futile v.'sr? + '

2

/rorn this angle it can be seen bow

^eohes •• •'•"' •" ~ '-

, ..rliament.

The modern press does, to a certain extent, exercise a
watchful interest in the business of parliament.

Sickens seems

to think that t v^ t "i^ function of the Press is to offer sincere
and unbiased information and advice.to the public, but the
Press of hip day appeared to' assume a role of subservience to
one or of--—- •• " i>c> political groups,
1.

Ibid: P.241.

2.

Ibid: P.2'i3.

-

isome .lournalists were
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inspired to work because of their desire for the n-rat"1 tnrie
of enthusiastic crowds, reception committees and ringing church
bells,

without which L-igns of approval they night be moved

"to curdle .the ink in their pen and abandon their caure for ever.""1"
The disap ointment of To^y i- + h~ disappointment of hip creator.
Of the press be says sadly,
"The Papers is full of observations as it is; and C O « R
the rarllarnsnt,

Fere's last week's paper, now; full of observations

Full of observations! I like to I: now the news as -7=511 as anv man
but it almost goes against the grain with me to read a paper nor/,
It frightens me almost.
coming to.

I don't know v;hat we poor people are

Lord r- end we may be coming to .-ornething better in. the

New Year nigh upon us-"

It was therefore not to be wondered

at that legislation was permitted which allowed tired little
chimney-sv/eeps cu i-:nock at doors, but forbade them from calling
out, no matter how long a leepy housemaid chose to delav in
answer-in: the door. % Poverty, which compelled one of His
Majesty's subject?, to :-l33p u<:dsr- a haystack, did not prevent
the culprit from terving a prison sentence, the view being held
that the circumstance lay him open to . trong suspicion of
<L
burglary with violence.
1.
2*
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Although -repeated glimpses of life in the big and
growing industrial towns are shown, from certain references we
know that life in the country, and Parochial life in particular,
was hardly any "better..

"The parish" conveyed to Dickens "tales

of distress and misery, of broken fortune and ruined hopes, of
unrelieved wretchedness and successful knavery.

^ poor man with

small earnings, and a large family living from hand to mouth.......
his taxes are in arrears, quarter-day passes by, another quarter-day
arrives; he can procure no more quarter for himself, and is
1
summoned by - the parish."
ii'rom birth till death, the average individual is
constantly passed on from one parish official to the other "the parisn vestry, the parish infirmary, the parish surgeon,
the parish officers, the ptrish beadle."

/.'hen distress end

drunkenness have done their work upon the average parishioners, he
2
is maintained, a harmless babbling idiot, in the perish asylum.
The me ens of conveying paupers from one pi. ce tc another was usually
in open carts,

parochial 'officials were continually investigating

the possibility of throwing their paupers upon another parish tc cut
dov.'n their i.oor relief expenses.

Kr .durable gumbles to i'rs.Corney

thst in one efternoon twenty quartern loaves and a cheese end a half
were given to the poor, en: expresses indignation t-^t one of the
recipients had actually osked for a pocket h< nakerchiei full of
coal to toast his cheese/

!The pauper, who died in the street

1*
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because of an unsuccessful explication for relief, is cle-^cr
as obstinate.

National apatny as regards ^rossin^ need, for reform

at home is frequently contrasted with various anti-slavery ^.r. tit ions
to Parliament while n :non mismanaged the workhouse, grouno. the
je.ujers, diluted th.j b.rjx-, 3lack-bal<el the bread, boned the meat,
heightened the \,ork, and lowered the soup." 1
Bad as the Poor House system appeared to be,
l\;althusiari doctrine seemed to have found ready support in some
quarters.

This attitude is.ruthlessly attached by Dickens.

Lr.Bumble, the parochial beadle is once more the ridiculous mouthpiece.
"Outdoor relief
safeguard.

roperly managed is the parochial

The ^reat principle of outdoor relief is to give the

paupers exactly wnat they don't want; and then they get tired of
coming ........ that's the great principle; end th&t's the reason
why, if you look dt any cases that get into them owdacious
newspapers, you'll always observe that sick families have been
But these sre official secrets,
2
not to be spoken of, except amon^ parochial officers."

relieved with slices of cheese.

Jcrooge wants to knov, whether there are no prisons
to house the "many thousands in want of common necessaries."
and the Lnion workhouses, the Treadmill and the i-oor LEW, he wants
to know if tney neve all ftiled in their object.

He believes that

if the poor refuse to commit themselves to these stt.te establishments,
1
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.they were better dead as long as they decrease the surplus
1
population, i.r.Tetterby thinks "Poor people ought not to have
O

children at all.""
In this connection Dickens ha.s a straight reply to
kalthus and his school:
"If man you be in heart, not adamant, forbear that
wicked cant until you have discovered what the surplus (population)
is, and where it is.

Will you decide what men shall live, what

It may be, that in the sight of Eeaven, you are

men shall die?

more worthless and less fit to live than millions like this poor
Ch God! to hear the Insect on the leaf pronouncing

man's child.

on the too much life among his hungry brothers in the dust."
Institutions.

To turn specifically to the institutions that house

the poor - "the hospital is a refuge and resting-place for hundreds,
who but for such institutions must die in the streets and doorways." 4
This reference is by wa;y of introduction to the prisons end the
workhouses, about which, the author writes with a wealth of feeling
and resentment.
In writing about prison conditions, Dickens was treading
on grounds well known to him, if .-ny credence is to be given to
iforster's well-known biography.

l,:r.Dickens .Senior, pressed by his

creditors, was obliged to take up residence in the Liarshalsea, a
1.
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well-patronised depository for debtors.

-)
His account of prison life

as pieced together from various novels, may be regarded as an
earnest and sensitive narrative.

Something of the sensitiveness

he must have felt is seen in this description of the exterior of
Newgate prison:
"How dreadful its rough heavy walls, an-;; low massive
doors, appeared to us - the latter looking as if they were made
for the express purpose of letting people in, and never letting
them out again.

Then the fetters over the debtors' door, which

we used to think were a bona fide set of irons, just hung up there
for convenience sake, ready to be taken down at a moment's notice,
and riveted on the limbs of some refractory felon.

We were never

tired of wondering how the hackney-coachmen on the opposite stand
coul-i cut jokes in the presence of such horrors, and drink pots
2
of half-and-half so near the last drop."
"..e are given several
pen-pictures of the lives of the inmates.
ii portion of Mewgate called the "School" was set
apart for boys under fourteen.

"There were fourteen of their in

all, some with shoes, some without; some in -ninafores without
jackets, others in jackets without ^inafores, and one in scarce
anything at all .........

,.e never looked upon a more disagreeable

sight, because we never sc.w fourteen such hopeless creatures of
neglect, before."
1.
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women's side is described as nearest the Sessions
House and visitors and friends communicated with them from the
1
The initiates
outside of an iron cage, five feet ten inches high.
of this portion varied in age, from the very young to the old and
feeble.

In many cases, sin-hardened cases could be discerned, in

whose breast there was no parental solicitude, no reminiscences of
a happy childhood and merry games.

What they could and old under-

stand was "hunger and the streets, beggary and stripes, the gin-shop,
p
the station-house, and the pawnbrokers."'
The author appears to be emphatic in hi3 belief that
prison sentences were not always inflicted for crimes against
society, but frequently resulted from ignorance and want.

Debt

was a more frequent cause and many unfortunate victims found themselves guests of Her Majesty on account of a readiness to put
their names to bills presented to them by their friends. '

Debtors

prisons were furnished in parts according to the requirements of
the inmates.

Conditions, a little more tolerable, were available

to those who could afford the extra comfort.

But the "poor" of a

felon was to be preferred to that of a poor debtor.

"We still

leave unblotted in the leaves of our statute book, for the
reverence and admiration of succeeding ages, the just and wholesome
law which declares that the sturdy felon siia.ll be fed and clothed,
and that the penniless debtor shall be left to die of starvation
V.
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and nakedness.

This is no fiction.

Sot a week passes over our

heads, but, in every one of our prisons for debt, some of these
men must inevitably expire in the slow agonies of want, if they
were not relieved by their fellow prisoners.^

Alfred Jingle

throws some light on his attempts to keep alive in prison, in
his own inimitable style:
"Everything - Job's too - all shirts gone - never mind saves washing.

Nothing soon - lie in bed - starve - die - Inquest -

little bone house - poor prisoner - common necessaries - hush it
up - gentlemen of tae jury - warden's tradesmen - keep it snug natural death - coroner's order - workhouse funeral - serve him
2
right - all over - drop the curtain." "
Capital punishment also comes under attack in the
social novels of Dickens, and it appears to have met with his strong
disapproval.

Dennis, the hangman ia Barnaby Rudge meets with trie

same fate whicn for long he has been instrumental In inflicting
upon others - a fate made a thousand times worse by his knowledge
and experience of all tae horrible details.

One likes to believe

that, here, the writer is preaching a sermon on poetic justice.
The average prison has its condemned pen, a black pen in which
victims singled out for execution are ^lacea on the Sunday preceding
the dreadful day.
1.
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are compelled to hear prayers for their souls and join in the
responses of their own burial service.

Dickens states emphatically

that it used to be the practice for the men's coffins to be placed
in the pen beside them.

He expresses tne hope "that the increased

spirit of civilisation and numanity which abolished this frightful
and degrading custom, may extend itself to otner usages equally
baroarous; usages whica nave not even the pxea of utility in their
defence, as every year's experience has shown them to be more and
more inefficacious. '
^escribing another group of condemned prisoners the
author writes - -taey had all been sentenced to death, it is true,
and trie recorder's report had not yet been made; but we question
whether there was a man among them, who did not know ...... that
it never was intended that his life snould be sacrificed,

un

the table lay a Testament, but there were no takens of its having
been in recent use. " Finally, an execution by hanging is
described by the motner of the dead man as -pitiless, inhuman
murder. 1 " uonsidering the bitterness witn which the practice of
capital punishment is attacked, could Dickens have wished the
juew Testament teaching of conquest by love to be the standard set
1.
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for reclaiming trie violent man?
Of prison conditions in general, we nave the author's
comment in tne fora of a footnote:
"The regulations of the prison relative to the confinement of prisoners during the day, their sleeping at night, their
taking their meals, and other matter* of gaol economy, have been
all altered - greatly for the better - since this sketch was first
published.
changed. "

u,ven the construction of the prison itself has been

^
i

wardships and suffering, in prison institutions which
might find official explanation in debt, robbery, vagrancy and
violence, were not shut out from the workhouses, to which thousands
of tne poor turned in despair from the economic storms of a world,
in which tnere was no comfort for the unfortunate,

xhe association

of scorn with a miserable inmate of state or charitable institution
is a coa^on modern practice, and a survival of the nineteenth
century,

ihe story of Oliver xwist is full of peeps into workhouse

admiai strati on and practice.

Oliver s mother dies in a workhouse,

which according to Dickens, was always to be found among the public
buildings of every town,

un the death of his mother, the situation

of the unfortunate orphan is described as

9

hungry and destitute. -"

Sketches by jsoz: c-ootnote to Page 2
(jf6r "further references to rrison conditions, see
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The parish authorities resolve, "magnanimously and humanely" to
"farm" Oliver - "that he should be despatched to a branch workhouse
where twenty O .r thirty other juveniles - offeni era against the
poor-laws, rolled about the floor all day, without the inconveaience
of too much food or too much clothing, who received the culprits
at and for the consideration of sevenpence-halfpenny per small head
1
per week."
The female who presided over this institution is
described as -a great experiiaental pnilosopher" who appropriated
the greater part of tae weekly stipend to her own use.

Needless to

say, little or no care was bestowed upon her charges and children
sickened from want and cold, fell into the fire from neglect or
were smothered by accident.

If the frequency of deaths led a jury -

to ask any awkward questions, the parish officials supported by
the evidence of tne parish surgeons launched a staunch defence.
MT.Bumble, the parish beadle, is a representative
of a class of official, unimaginative, unscrupulous and officious.
As a beadle, hs was snappisn and lacked any spark of humanity.
Tne parochial board he served was made up of men about //horn there
is this description:
!; The meinfers of this board were very sage, deep,
philosophical men; and when they came to turn their attention to
the workhouse, they found out at once, what ordinary folks would
never have discovered - the poor people liked itl

It was a regular

place of public entertainment for the poorer classes; a tavern where

1.
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tiiere was nothing to pay; a public breakfast, dinner, tea, and
supper all the year round; a brick and mortar elysium, where it
was all play and no work.

-OhoJ' said tae board, looking very

knowing 'we are the follows to set this to rights; we'll stop it
all, in no time. 1

So, tney established trie rule, that all poor

people should aave the alternative (for they would cooipel nobody,
not they), of being starved by a gradual process in the house, or
by a quick one out of it.

With this view, tney contracted with

the water-works to lay on an unlimited supply of water; and with
the corn-factor to supply periodically small quantities of oatmeal,
ana issued three meals of tnin gruel a day, with an onion twice a
week, and half a roll on Sundays.

They made a great many other

wise and humane regulations, having reference to the ladies .....
kindly undertook to divorce poor married people in consequence
of the great expense of a suit in Doctors commons; and, instead of
compelling a man to support nis family, as they had theretofore
....

done, took his family away from him, and made him a bachelor.

xhe relief was inseparable from the workhouse and the gruel; and
tnat frightened people.""

In this reference Dickens supplies

a summary of workhouse policy and practice,

nearly every schoolboy

knows of the incident when Oliver asked for more.

It is significant

of the principle that the poor had no rights, and any demand on
tneir part for more consideration was labelled ingratitude!
1.
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workhouses were places wnere tne poor were expected to die.
xugby's wife tells her husband:
"The back-attic is Going."
Tuaby -

"He must Go, you know, before he's Gone."

Mrs.i'ugby - -You nad better leave him where he is.
live long."
Tugby -

ne can't

-He's going to die here after all .......-l

mrs.Tugby - -And where should he have died, Tugby?"
Tugby -

"in the workhouse, what are workhouses made for?"
And so, it appears, tne poor were given the choice of

prison or workaouse.

It did not matter which, as long as the

results were the same!
Mention is made of charitable societies which undertook
the task of succouring the needy; but apart from their scope being
limited on account of finance, it appears as if those who undertook
tnia work showed a complete lack of tne right, spirit of service.
In the opinion of Dickens, the value of their woric was spoilt
by an atmosphere of rivalry among tne local societies thus engaged.
Again, energies were addressed to relieving secondary, instead of
primary wants,
host of otners.

rhere were bible and prayer-book societies and a
AS Dickens puts it:-

M 0ur Parish is very prolific in ladies' charitable
institutions.

In winter, when wet feet are common, and colds not

scarce, we have the ladies' soup distribution society, the ladies'
coal distribution society; in summer, when stone fruits flourish

and stomach aches prevail, we nave the ladies' dispensary and the
ladies' sick visitation committee; and all the year round we have
the ladies 1 child's examination society, the ladies' bibie and prayerbook circulation society, and the ladies' childbed-linen monthly
loan society.

The two latter are decidedly the most important;

whetner tney are productive of more benefit than the rest, it is not
for us to say, but we can take upon ourselves to affirm, with the
utmost solemnity, triat they create a greater stir and more bustle,
then all the others put together.*'

An account of a charity dinner

in aid of -Indigent Orphans' Friends' Benevolent Institution-- is a
mixture of humour and pathos,

ihe Committee is present and fully

conscious of its importance; the orchestra, the waiters, the wine
list - everything is just right.

When the dinner is over, the

Treasurer bids the guests charge their glasses and drink to the
health of Her Majesty who has commanded that the Treasurer of
jtier majesty's household should pay to the society -the annual
donation of twenty five pounds in aid of the funds of the society!"
All drink lustily and "professional gentlemen sing *God save the
Q,ueen. "

.Next comes the most important toast of the evening

Prosperity to the charity

after which the charity children,

specially lined up against the walls for the occasion, retire.

When

the secretary adjusts his spectacles and proceeds to read the
report and list of subscriptions, tremendous applause attends the

: P. 203 I Chap. XIX)

enumeration of each individual's name who has denoted a guinea.
Each of the officials of tne institution is toasted,

jjlnally, the

author brings the account to an end:
"We can only entreat our readers not to imagine, because
we nave attempted to extract some amusement from a charity dinner,
tnat we are at all disposed to underrate, either the excellence
of the oenevolent institutions with which London abounds, or the
estimable motives of those wao support them," which, one believes
was the very opposite of nis true intentions.

It seems quite

obvious that Dickens was clearly opposed to charity which was bestowed
grudgingly, especially when it was closely linked to patronage.
Passing mention may oe made of Dickens' attitude towards
the aristocracy.

Some critics declare that he never drew a true

picture of an aristrocrat, and if Sir Mulberry Jiawk and
Lord verisopht represent his criteria, one is compelled to agree

with them.

H.Q tells his readers about the snobbery of the class;'
j

he shows them spending all their time drinking, and drunk,

gives a disgusting picture of their reveis.^

and

we satirises "men

of blood-"' and the aristocracy."1 The finishing touch is given when
he writes:
-Everybody said that now, when a Baronet and the son
1.
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of a Baronet played at skittles, the country was coming round again,
For an approximate picture of the

as fast as it could come."

aristocracy of this period, Disraeli in his "Young England Novels"
is a more reliable painter.

Disraeli knew the aristocracy, he

moved in their circle; Dickens did not, therefore most of his heroes
come from the strata of society with which he was familiar - the
middle end lower classes.
Lawyers.
Dickens believes that everyone should be employed.

All

his characters are occupied, and in the end even Micawber makes good
in Australia.

But as a class, he appears to have no faith in lawyers.

Mr.Abel's son in The Lid Curiosity Shop is one of the notable
His disgust for legal corruption is seen in Copperfield 1 s

exceptions.

conversation with kr.Spenlovv in which the latter outlines how much
money a solicitor could get for himself where there was a disputed
will to decide the ownership of "a neat little estate of thirty or
forty thousand pounds." 2

There were "prettjr pickings" in the way

of arguments in every stage of the proceedings, evidence upon
interrogatory and counter-interrogatory with the possibility of a
small fortune arisin& out of an appeal to the Delegetes and then to
the Lords.

Then, of course, there was always the bill of costs to

be presented.

;',e are initiated into all the slippery and doubtful

mazes of the Commons, the Consistory, the Arches, the Delegates
1-
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and the iLcclesiastical Delegates.

When Gopperfield finally turns

his back on the legal profession "there dropped in, every now
and then, an obliging proposal from one of the numerous 1 outsiders
always lurking about the Commons, to practise under cover of my
name (if I vvould take the necessary steps remaining to make a
proctor of myself), and pay me a percentage on the profits.

But

I declined these offers; being already aware that there were plenty
of such covert practitioners in existence, and considering the
Commons quite bad enough, without my doing anything to make it
1
worse."
In these novels, he repeatedly returns to the attack Mr.Brass, his sister Miss Brass (a little more unscrupulous than
t
her brother), Messrs.Snitchley & Craggs and Uriah Keep, are notorious
examples.

Perhaps indisputable facts lead Dickens to form the

opinion "that they now took a shot at this Plaintiff, ani now
aimed a chop at that Defendant, now made a heavy charge at en estate
in Chancery, and now had some light skirmishing among an irregular
body of small debtors, just as the occasion served, and the enemy
2
happened to present himself."
On the other hand, though Snitchley
and Craggs (legal partners) "were the best friends in the world,
and had a real confidence in one another" between them there linked
an undercurrent of suspicion which their respective wives played
upon and nursed.
In the vievv of Dickens, lawyers were a dishonest
professional group of sociel parasites that fattened themselves
1.
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on their unfortunate victims and added to the load of misery and
impoverishment from which diseases, so many suffered.
So far, there has been an attempt to list the important
and glaring evils existing in society that Dickens attacked.
Already, mention has been made of individual shortcomings that
did not escape his keen observation and his ready pen, anc1 before
completing this chapter these shortcomings deserve some further
comment.

Man, in Dickens' opinion, is a creature with a capacity

for good and evil, anJ. he sometimes embraces the latter through
personal choice, uncongenial environment and weakness of will, as
was the case of the condemned son, who pursues a career of crime
without a thought of the voluntary privations, insult and violence
his mother hed endured on his account. 2
There is, too, the spendthrift son portrayed in the
character of Michael Vvarden Esq.. v/ho spends his inheritance,
wasting, pawning, borrowing and selling what assets remain.

At the

age of thirty he is almost ruined, except that Snitchley and Craggs
offer to direct his estate for si;v of seven years until it is
completely cleared of liability.
Most of the unhappiness in The Old Curiosity ohop is
brought about by gambling which in the end developes into a
mania from which it is almost impossible to break free.

It seems

to matter little that the old man's motive was to set up his granddaughter Well as a lady of ample means.

His vice brings more

1.
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misery to any other character in the novel. In spite
of heavy
reverses, in spite of his granddaughter's plea that he
should put
away all thoughts of cards and gambling the old man repli
es:
"They must not 'be forgotten.
soon as we c^n.
promise thee.

We must make amends as

Patience - patience, and we'll right'thee yet. I
Lose today, win tomorrow. Ana nothing can be won

without anxiety and care - nothing."
At this stage it has become
a curse. It made no difference that the ol-" man hoped
to win money
from "men who lived by plunder, profligary and riot"; that
he
'began when it occurred to him how little he had saved,
and how
long a time it took to save at all; nor did it matter that
he
"found no pleasure in it and expected none". The indul
gence of this
vice but lead to "anxiousdays end sleepless nights; lost1
of health
and peace of mind, and gain of feebleness and sorrow.'""2
The case against debt is outlined by references to
Micawber and Newman Koggs. Richard Swiveller developes
this
failing until it becomes almost a fine art:
"I enter in this little book the names of the streets
that I can't go down while the shops are open. This dinne
r today
closes Long- ^cre.

1 bought a pair of boots in Gieat Q,ueen Street
last week, and made that no thoroughfare too. There's
only one
avenue to the Strand left open nov:, and I shall have to
stop that
tonight v.ith a pair of gloves. The reads ere closing so
fast in
1> The Old Curiosity Shop: 1.297
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every direction, that in about a month's time ..... I shall have
to go three or four miles out o±' town to get over the way." 1
Drun.enness receives comment.

Many references to this

vice are to be found, and although in some instances it is shown
to result from poverty despair end unhappiness. The familiar picture
of drunkenness we find when this vice is the topic is:
".a slouching, moody, drunken sloven, wasted by
intemperance and vice, and with his matted hair and unshorn beard
in wild disorder; but with some traces on him too, of having been
a man of good proportion and good features in his youth." 2
Even if the individu&l contrives to steer clear of
these vicious excesses, there are pitfalls v.hich man the sweetness
of the character of an individual.

One of these is boastfulness,

which reminds a reader of Pickwick of Mr.Winkle's performance vhen
he went skating on the ice, and Ivlr.Pickwick' s righteous indignation.
Also there is the familiar incident of the 'crack shot' who went
rook shooting to prove himself worse in the handlin 0 of firearms
than a sincere novice.
There is also snobbery, practised by people who feel
superior to others because of a liberal possession of materials goods
and an exalted station in life,

kiss Lonflathers disliked

Miss Edwards because the latter was a dependent on her school, being
motherless, poor, apprenticed at the school and taught, boarded
an5 lodged "for nothin0 ".

kiss Edwards shows kindness to Little Hell

1.
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and kiss konflathers reproves her thus:"Is it not a most remarkable thing, that you have
an attachment to the lower classes which always draws you to their
sides; or, rather, is it not a most extraordinary thing that all
I say and do will not wean you from propensities which your
original station in life have unhappily rendered habitual to you,
1
you extremely vulgar - minded girl?"
Finally, although Damiel ^uilp may have been a demon
in mind and in body, he appears to have dispersed the gossipers,
who collected in his absence at his wife's house, with the blessing
of Charles Dickens.

-
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Chapter IV
An assessment of the _jjjJ2hyo

Ghas . Dickens

In 1937 T.A.JacKson added, to trie already existing critical
literature of Chas . Dickens and his works, a volume, tne main
aim of which is an endeavour to present tne author as a Radical.1
One cannot quarrel witn tne label Radical when the original meaning
of tne v»ord is implied.

Tne term nad a fairly precise political

connotation in u?e nineteenth century - one wrio did not accept
the state of society as it existed ana wan tea to get down to the
roots.

It aid not necessarily mean a socialist.

Since that time

the term nas suffered considerable misuse at the hands of those who
find it a convenient name for either a socialist or a political
re oel against estaolisned government.

For a p.erson, too, whose

sympathies lie on the siae of Communism and kindred political
creeds.

It is as possible for a scholar to read into an autnor's

meaning what ne expects to find as it nas been possible for certain
Russian criticisms of Dickens to find in his books sanction of, and
support for uouiuunism.

o^ea-t^iii^ of Fox-star's 2 opinion of Die-Kens

as a reformer, P. A.tJ'acxson writes:-

"He sees, as it most -just, tnat

with Dickens tne desire to set right what was wrong, was the paramount
cause of nis attack.

But since, unlike Dickens, he sees only

incidental social abuses awaiting remedy, and does not see, as Dickens
1.

Charles Dickens: ~][ae_Pr o_rirg s s of a Radical - (Lawrence and
tITishart) -London.
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"That he desire, to set ri a nt wha-t was wrong, tnat he held no
abuse to be -unimprovable, tnat ne left none of the evils named
exactly as he found them, and tnat to influences drawn from nis
writings were due not a few of the salutary cnanges which
marked tae age in whicn ne lived"
j?orster: Life of Dickens, Book XI, 113
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came to see, tht.t it was not incidentals only, "but bourgeois society
itself, that constituted the wrong, Forster cannot see the cause of
Dickens' growing bitterness - his growing sense that the only possible
remedy for so vast an evil, that of complete social revolution, was
one that then seemed completely unattainable."

When in the same

chapter Jackson goes on to draw out points of resemblance between
Dickens ,.nd Marx and Engels, one is compelled to conclude that he
considers Communism the only remedy, and subtly presents Dickens as a
champion of its cause.

The picture of Jackson's ideas is made more

complete to the reader by means of catch phrases - "exploiting the
labourers", "empty-minded bourgeois" and "division of labour" phrases present in Engels: Anti - Duhring, Chap. Ill, iii.

One finds

no evidence that from his works, Dickens h d Communist sympathies,
as will be seen when we turn to our understanding of this writer.
Another crioic, Humphrey Rouse, has presented his views on
"Dickens' attitude to reform, to the relations between employers and
employed, ana to what Bagehot called his 'sentimental radicalism 1 ."
House's criticisms include a representation of Dickens with no
notion of finance, of too much sympathy for debtors ann too little
for creditors ....... and so it goes on.

This critic appears to

lose sight of the fact that Dickens was a novelist, not a thinker or
an economist.

His duty was to get the thinkers and the economists,

through disgust with conditions as they were, to work out a just
plan that would bring happiness to all classes.

But in his novels,

he could and did criticise what he thought was the inhuman plan of
Malthus and the supporters of the Poor Law.

To try and discover what

exactly Dickens was trying to teach, it is useful to examine the
speeches of the characters in his book vhich he obviously meant to
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be good, and the writer's own frequent philosophical musings and
This appears to be the only way of arriving at a personal

asides.

conviction of the truth.
V»'e already nave seen the generally accepted picture,
painted by U'orster, of the author's childhood.

From his works there

are glimpses of another Dickens - hardworking and disciplined.

It

is impossible to overlook the intensity which his writing repeals,
a steady concentration on the job in hand.

Though often introspective

Dickens was never self-centred as his painstaking descriptions
indicate.

E.e was capable of great anger and one can imagine that

on occasion he wtts moody.

Nevertheless, in spite of whatever human

weaknesses he possessed he carried about a heart big with love for
his fellowmen ana sympathy for the suffering.
Dickens possessed a burning and intense love for England.

In

every chatter he wrote, whether sad or gay, in exposure of evil or
in praise of virtue, one has the impression that his ambition is to
make this country a fit and beautiful home for all Englishmen.

All

men cannot be equal in every res ect, but weal, and strong have
reciprocal responsibilities.

This fact is nowhere more apparent than

in this passage which is here reproduced at some length:
"Ch! if those ,.no rule the destinies of notions .would but
remember this - if they would but think how hard it is for the very
poor to have engendered in their hearts, thet love of home from which
all domestic virtues a rin& , v.hen they live in dense an^ squalid
masses where socisl decency is lost, or rather never found, - if
they would but turn aside from the wide thoroughfares and great houses,

ana strive to improve trie wretciiea dwellings in byways where only
Poverty may walk - many low roofs would point more truly to the
sky, than the loftiest steeple that now rears proudly up from the
midst of guilt and crime and horrible disease, to raoclc them by its
contrast.

In hollow voices from Y/orkhouse, Hospital and Jail, this

truth is preached, from day to day, and nas been proclaimed for years.
It is no li^nt matter - no outcry from the working vulgar - no mere
question of the people's health and comforts that may be whistled
down on Weunesday nights.

In love of home, the love of country has

its rise; and who are tne truer patriots or the better in time of need
tnose who venerate the land, owning its wood, and stream, and ea,rth,
a.nd all tnat t,iey produce? or tnose wno love tneir country, boasting
not a. foot of ground, in its wide a cms, in?"

But in this respect, one

is reminded that there was nothin.^ distinctive in Dickens' emphasis
on country as the Victorians were sayinj it endlessly.

From this

love of country in a eneral, tne author proceeds to consider the
family social unit, tne happiness of which is to be found in home
life end love, and the revelation of another strong Victorian
sentiment?

He continually repeats his conviction that home is the

starting point towards compete na^piness.

Of Emily's home in

M.r.Pe^iOtty's converted boat, mr.Diner, the under taker, says "She nas made a noaie out of tnat old boat, Sir, that stone and
marble cannot beat"-5
Chap. XXXVIII, P.372
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See: Victorian family albums
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David Copperfield.

Gaa^. XXX, P.409
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The cynical Tackleton remarks to John- the carrier - "Bahi what'
rians:
home? Four walls and a ceiling!" 1 Dickens answers for the Victo
to
"0 Home, so true to us, so often slighted in return be lenient
bestowed
them that turn away from thee" 2 The author's benediction is
upon tors.Jetterby when she confesses to her husband Dolf the
"I thought there was no air about you; but there is, and it's
bless
air of home, and that's the purest and best there is, and God
home once more, and all belonging to it, Dolf.'" 3
Home is scarcely complete without a family, the author thinks,
and so Abel Garland and his wife reared a family "because any
to the
propagation of goodness and benevolence is no small addition
mankind
aristocracy of nature, an- no small subject of rejoicing for
and
at large" ' Children he regards as more precious than wealth

ficing
pride, and affection each for the other are common in a self-sacri
mother and a dutiful and successful son.
Human happiness does not consist of the overflowing stock of
d hard,
human possessions for Gabriel Grub realises that "men .ho worke
ful
and earned their scanty bread with lives of labour, were cheer
5 The poor Nicklebys were "social and happy, \,hile the
and happy."
rich Kickleby was along and miserable"
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Tills same aistmction is snown in une comparative Happiness of tne
lives of the (Jratcnio family ana uhat of miserly Scrooge.

Tne

success of a hap^y life caunoo oe judgea uy standards of ricnes or
greatness.

Tiia Doctor's ward, Alfre . Heathf ielcl, is successful

'

on account of one conscientious performance of nis duty as a
physician, in watcnin^ of 'sic* oeas, ana "in nis aa iiy kno^leage of
1
O enoleness ana goodness."'
in ord^r to reacn tnis j;oal, Dickens preacnes tolerance,
sympathy -ana charity, good aumour which destroys anger, honest joyin labour, pity for the unfortunate, a. simple life ana Hope.

The

last named is described as "youn^, fresn, buoyant, vigorous and bright
uespite years of work ana poverty."'2
Misfortune in life may be due to circumstances over which we
have no control and for v/hich ?/e cannot be held responsible, as well
as to vice, into whicn y/e si me tnrough weakness of character and
carou^a ciioicki. Micawoer v.aits for something to tura up, whilst
«
Daniel O ailp, of his o,t n free will, elects to oe cruel. Tne former is
aware taat if a aiaa naa twenty pounds a year for nis income, and
spent nineteen pounds nine tee a shillings and sixpence, he would be
nappy, but if he spent twenty pounds one shilling he would be
'miserable.

After admitting as muca to young Gopperfield, ..<.i camber

significantly borrows a shilling from him and spends it for porter.
B'or Dickens, cieli^ion and living appear to be clofjely
associated.
1.

lie exposes tne tain veneer v/hicn covers kr.^urds oone ' s
(Garistmas Stories]

Tne_Gnlm_es (Christmas Stories)

P. 113

P. 369
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real religion, despite nis apparent religious zeal, and Kit's mother's
regular attendance at the Little Bethel meetings is treated with.
inaul^ent satire.

in David Uo^perfiexd tne case is clear - rir.Murdstone

delivers puulic addresses and it is saiu. ..... tne darKer tyrant ae
has lately been, trie more ferocious is his doctrine ...... tnat wnat
sucn people miscall their religion, is a vent for their bad humours
and arrogance ...... tney are very free in consigning everybody
who aislixes them oo perdition." 1 The crux of religion to Dickens
is that one snould do as ne would be done by.

Clemency telis the

lawyer kr.Snitcney "Do as you - would - be - done by."

riis retort

"Do, or you'll be done brown, you mean. " 2 Every raa.n's religion is
determined by his own free will since "^'an's courses will foreshadow
certain "ends, to which, if p; r sever eu in, they must lead.

But if the

courses be aeparteu froui, tne enas will change. 1' •->
According to the Dic^ensian idea of practical religion, the
lower order participates in tne bounty of the rich, and nere v.<e
have a. blend of -moral philosophy which points the way to a social
philosophy both of wnicn are cemented by all embracing goodwill.
Dickens, it nas oeeii meationea previously, does -not write as thougn. he
approves of a wholesale levslliae, of society to a classless

order.

Chap. LIX, P. 7778-9 (For fur trier views on
Religion see The Lejt_e_rjs__o_f__Q'has_.. Dickens Vol.lJ,
Ghaoman ana Hall, London 1382 - i 47, iiJ23, 184,
.34, 566, 373, 417)
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David Gopperfiela
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Christmas Carol
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There is nowhere tne sligntest suggestion tnac all mea snoula have
property in common.

On the contrary, the reader is continually

reminded tnat personal ino.ust.ry ana virtue bring their own rewards.
Waat seems to lur^. at tae bacji of his mind is a oenevolent state of
(jnristain feudalism - s stao^ of society wnere unere are no drones
and in wnich there is no room for vice for all will be happily
employed.

.Nicnolas i^ickleby achieves success, more througn good

fortune, but also because ne is industrious, ambitious aad not afraid
of nara work.

Tne same applies to Tim Linkinwater.

Dickens is

continually referring to past incidents as though tney were of topical
interest at the time of writing, as for instanc- his entnusiasm over
the stage coacning days wnen in effect, tne new v/onder was the
locomotive;.

In matters like tais he snows marked conservative

tendencies, ana so one feels tempted to assume that because ne v/as
not satisfie^ witn tne state of society tnat the industrial revolution
nad orou.-;nt into bein,-,, ana lacking tne constructive vision to ^roject
his mind a nuiidred years anead, ne naturally preferred to regard tne
feudal past as a kind of golden age which it were desirable to
reintroduce.

But tnere must be an aristocracy of worth instead of an

aristocracy of stu^iu snobbery.

Tne evils of laissez-faire must be

removea and warm numan emotions must govern social and economic life.
Tnere will be rich men but tnere should be no case of poverty and
need in a community of kindness and love.

He approves of Mr.Fickwick

ana tne Gheerybles whom he confesses to nave drawn straight from
life, as aj-so jilt's -aaster kr.Garland..

A feast in tne great nail of

tne mansion is accompanies bj a feast in tne servart 's nail; tnere
is a jr-icicwick and a Sam teller, a Master Humphrey's Clock ana a
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s Watch.

Some writers refer to Dicxens as "a middle class

snob", but in his works snobbish tendencies are rare.

True,

iMicholas iMickleby says to Sir Mulberry Hawk - "1 a:a the son of a
country e,ehtleman, .j our equal in birtn and. education, and your
superior 1 trust in everything oesides."

It is inore charitable to

regard such a speech as issuing from one character to another in a
personal quarrel and in circumstances befitting trie outburst.

On

tne other nana, when the Cneeryble Brothers invite to a feast all
connected with tneir warehouse;, "the sturdiest and joliiest
suoordinace claims:
"We're ailoweu to take a liberty once a year, ^en'lemen,
a.na if you please we'll take it now."

The subordinate proceeds to

praise tne "free, generous-spirited masters" who treat them
handsomely ; thanks them for tneir goodness and wishes that "tney
may live .tonj, and die nappy!"
benevolence must oe repaid oy nonest joy in laoo-.r, ana of
this virtue, Tim ianKinvvater is held up as an example.

By faithful

service over a lony, period, ne works nis way up steadily from clerk
in the office to partner in tne firm of the Cheerybles.

Kit is

faithful, not only to ui^ G-arla.nas, wuo employ him later on, but
to tne ola man ana his eranaaau^hter ilell.

Wnen jiir.Uarland pays him

his quarter's salary, ne says "Gnristoprier here's your money, and you
have earned it well." 2
The Old Curiosity Shop
icholas iUciil3by

Chap. iuwJii., P. 382

Chap. XXXVII P. 565

0-18),
Even Old. Toby is worta his salt.

".tie loved to earn his money ....

Toby was very poor, ana coulan't well afiord to part witn a delight 1
tnat he was wortn nis salt. 14
Tnere are other threads in the pattern of his philosophy
wiii en illuminate a disposition of kindliness.

There is no excuse

for war - it brings unhap^iness to victor and vanquisher^ alilce, nor
can empty glory compensate for untold misery and tragedy to the
individual.

Y/riting of a battle, the futility of conflict is

described thus, "On this ground ...... so many lives were lost, that
within iay recollection, generations afterwards, a churchyard full of
bones, and aust of bones, and cnips of cloven sJtulis, nas been dug
from underneath our feet here,

fet not a hundred people in that

battle knew for what tney fougnt, or why; ... .wot half a hundred people
were the better for the ^ain or loss ... nobody ever knew anything
distinct, about it, but the mourners of the siain." 2 in short, iuckens
lays it down triat "violent dedds live after .uen and traces of war and
oioodsned survive in mournful shapes long after those who worked
the desola,tion are out a corns 01 eartn. themselves."

Hetri but/ions

overtakes the wrongdoer with a sure and stealthy step.
Sometiiii.es people - or a class of people - commit violence,
not primarily because events dictate these deeds.

Meg and an

abject crowd loiter in trie snow until an officer appointed to

1

The Chimes (Christmas Stories)

2

The Battle of Life (Christmas Stories)

P.llo
P.311
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disperse public charity ("the lawful charity; not that once preached
upon a mount") directs them here and there, tells them 'Go to such
a place 1 to that one «Gome next week* and they are passed from
hand to hand, from house to house until, wearied tney are either
forced to lie down and die or "start up and rob and so become higner
criminals whose claims allow of no delay.'"

ftancy tells Rose Maylie

that people who have friends to care for them and keep them in
cnilcihood, and. shield, tnem from hunger, cold, riot, drunkenness
and prostitution nave much for which they should be thankful.
Selfishness is another nateful vice, hateful not only in
money grabbers but in those who are unwilling to share more food
and drink than they can comfortably consume.

All through his books,

Dicjcens breatn.es an atmosphere of good cheer and plenty - well
loaaed tables end Dumpers of wine - whicn is tne hallmark of
hospitality and generosity.

But even without riches anu luxury,

there is no joy to equal the pleasures of a simple life.

Tradales

is never financially comfortable in the sense of owning a big bank
balance, but he can ^o out for a walk in the evenings and find
enjoyment in tne streets, look in tne jewellers' shops and. select
what he would buy his wife if ne could afford it, stroll into tne
squares cand great streets - in short, happiness comes from within.
True happiness is to be achieve'.", through labour, earnestness and
contentment.

1

The Chimes (Christmas Stories)

P.182
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Copperfield is admonished by his aunt never be false; never be cruel.

-^ver be mean in anything;

Avoid those three vices, Trot,

Ghapter Mic^ tep
and I can always be hopeful of you." 1 ln tne same
-aever do
gives voice to what has become a hackneyed sahing
tomorrow wnat you can do today.
time." 2

Procrastination is the thief of

inually
A social community has no use for people who cont
r.fiald will
mope and fret. Few people v,ho nave read J^^L^»£e
i .-•
inual na-.i^iu
~^_>
""*
forgot tne depressing Mrs. Gumi^e and IB r cont
**
heart. "The
On tne otner nana, merriment should come from the
and thought tne
benevolent cler^uau lookeu ^leasantly on; .....
the neart ana
merriment was ratne.r ooisterous, s oil! it came from
merriment, after
not from the lips: and ttiis is tne ri^nt sort of
all . « 3
and comes
In Dickens 1 novels, ^ood alv^ays triumphs over evil
, Ralph sickle oy
to acknowledge its supremacy. To Criarles (Jheeryble
speak trutn now, at
confesses -Men say you are trutn itself Sir. *'ou
all evants, and I'll not contradict you. l|Zf
ens 1 true
Mucn has been written in an attempt to present Dick
iament in general.
attitude to tne government of his times, ana to Parl
ation of what nas
The question can be answere., not only in consider
ons nis
been written, but also in reference to tue impressi
parliamentary experience left on his mind.
1

David Copperfield.

2

Ibid
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Pic kwi c k Pap er s .
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Nicholas fickle by.

Chap. XV, P. 209

P. 163
Chap. VI, P. 110
Chap. L1X, P. 337
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As to nis experiences in parliament, as a reporter to a newspaper,
ae speaks for himself ' "1 went into the gallery of the House of Colons as a
parliamentary reporter when I was a boy .... 1 teve worn my knees
by writing on tnem on the old back-row of the old. gallery of the
oia House of Colons; ana 1 have -worn my feet by standing to write
in a preposterous pew in tat oia House of Lords." 1 un nisojjinion
of Parliamentary business, tforster writes - "1 vail add that nis
observation while tnere, had not led mm to form any high opinion
or tiie House of Commons or its heroes; and that, of the Pickwickian
sense wnicn so often tai.es one place cf common sense in our
le^strature, he omitted no opportunity of declaring his contempt
2
Even later on, when ne had acnieVed
at every part of his life."
tin
success ana recognition, tne early impressions of parliament *persis

iJickens decline^ to enter parliament on more occasion tnan one.
a letter to air Ea,*aru jiuiwer Lytcon ana dated Tnursda,y,

In

TY'.'entietn July, lc>6D, ais contempt is unmistakable - "...... i
snudaer at tne tnou0iit of sucn life as political life. Would there
not seem to be something horribly rotten in the system of it, when
one stands amazed how any man, not forced into it by position, as
you are - can bear to live itV

2

Speech delivered on presiding at the second annual dinner of
tne Newspaper Press Fund - Hay 1365
Life of Girias. Pic kens: Jonn Forster (TTverymans; Vol. 1, Goap 4

3

See Letters of Quas Pickeas (Pub. Chapman ifc Hall) Vol. IJ
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1682 - 41, 43, 49
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A communication to Mr. James Field indicates that Dickens takes a
mischievous delimit in ^ivin^ nis critics the idea taat he was a
Radical, tiiat tueir an&er amuse u rum, ana that with politicians
as a class ne riad no patience.

"1 no^e you may have met with the

little toucn of Radicalism I gave them at Birmingham in the w.ords
of Buckle?

'7ith pride I observe that it makes the regular political

traders, of ail sorts, perfectly mad.

Sicn was my intentions, as a

_ratefui acknowledgment of navin_, been misrepresented. "

One of

Dickens' letters shows ho,,, closely .linked together vert hit ^hjlosophy
ana nis personal religious beliefs.

2

Y/ritin0 to ttie Rev. Thomas Robinson

a dissenting minister, ne confesses that he finds himself unable to
agree with the religious body to which that gentleman belongs.

But

tnat, in the love of virtue and hatred of vice, in the detestation
of cruelty and encouragement of gentleness and mercy, all men who
endeavour to be acceptable to their (Jrea tor in any way, may freely
agree.

That there are more roads to Heaven than any sect believes.

B.e ends: "While you teach in your walk of life the lessons of
tenuerness you have learnt in sorrow, trust me that in mine, 1 vill
^ursue cruelty and oppression, the enemies of God's creatures of
ail codes and creeds, so lon_, as 1 nave tue energy of tnou^rit ana
tne po^er of ^ivin0 it utterance."

These arc, not the utte-rances of

a reu-not Radical nor of a revolution ...reaching coiumunist.

For him

trie lessons of tne jMew Testament were ail tne guide necessary for
orcU:eiu0 nuiiian conauct.

1

To idr. James T. Fields, Friday Fourteenth January, lo?e

2

Thursday, April 3th, 1341
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«Half trie misery and hypocrisy of the Cnristian world arises, (as
1 take it) from a stubborn determination to refuse the
He* Testament as a sufficient guide in itself, and to force the
Ola Testament into alliance with it - whereof comes all manner of
j
camel-swallowing and gnat-straining."
This view of life may
appear unpractical to many, but one does not nave to be a staunch
Christian to realise tuat tnere is much in $ew Testament teacning
tnat is ^ooa vnilosopny for everyaay life.

Today the Christian

Ghurcii complains taat trie nervous and unsettled state of the .vorld
is due to the fact tna.t men believe tiiat religion is a triin.^
apart, and shoula not be allov/ea to intrude into politics, commerce
and social conduct.

T/itn such a view of religion - not a religion

tnat owed allegiance to one particular sect, but a world-wide
fraternity of believers in tne laws of love, charity, forbearance,
pity for the poor, a generous disposition to snare our worldly
^oods, of feeding tne hungry and visiting the sick, it is simple
to understand Dickens 1 violent disgust with a Parliament that,
in his opinion, wasted time in wordy and unfruitful debate while
Ignorance, Y/ant ana Vice, like wolves, roamea uncnecked among the
people.

If tne J.MCW Testament preacnea the Fatherhood of God ana the

brotherhood of man, it, seemea incredible taat a Christian country
should prefer tae comfortless and disturbing doctrine of i'althus
and tne extreme selfishness of laissez-faire.

!

Letter written to ^r.frank Stone A.S.A. - ciatea Monday,
Thirteentn December, 1358

C124)
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V/e cannot, therefore, a^ree wita any critic who holds that Dickens
could expose abuses and ur^e reforms the clue to \Jn.ich he never
J3 ft in any of his \vorks.

Christian philosophy is concerned

v.'ith

directing men's actions by providing a deep and abiding moral motive it never presented a hard and fast code similar to the statutes of
*

Hammurabi or the ten commandments.

It is the spirit of the .New

Testament tnat is introduced into the Christmas stories and makes
all the difference in character between Scrooge, the miser, aoi
Scrooge tae benefactor.

"How our sublime ana so - d if fere at

Christian religion is to be administered in the future 1 cannot pretend
to say, but that tne Church's hand is at its ovm throat I am fully
convinced ..... as many forms of consignment to eternal i^nnation
as taere are a.rticle-3, aai all in one forever c^uarrellia^ body the Master of the NQN Testament puts out of si^ht .... varying
interpretation without end - these things cannot last."

And so in

tac last letter to his youngest son on tne day of his departure for
Australia ae advises:
"jSever taice a mean advantage of anyone in any transaction,
aria never be hara Upon jjeo^ls "Tho are in your po.ver.
to u.o to others, as you v'ould hav

Try

them do to you, and do not be

discouraged if tne./ fail sometimes ........................
1 put a JMew Testament amon0 your books ............ it is tae best
book that ever v.as and i_t_teacnes you the best lessons by v/hicft_any
huoian creature v.'ho tries to be truthful and faithful to duty can
possibly be_iuided.

1

Letter to M. De Ger^at - Tuesday Twenty- Fiftn. Octobor, 1364
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upon .you tne trutii and beauty :> ° 'i^e Unrisiian
as it cauie fro.a Christ himself, and. tae impossibility of your
jjia0 far k;roiij if yea h^abl/ uut as^rily rssp.jc '<, .',. " 1
It «, t,,ij j..i tat practical belief of this philojjhy taat
trie ^.res.t V;.riter dedicated, ais life anu te,ient- in the service of
tnose vnao hungered, suffered prsecutuioa, i^risionraent, cruelty
and need.

1

To Ecu»ard Uuiwer Lyttoa Dickens : Io6o
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Chapter V
Gone las ion
History records that all fr,.r-reachinj movements, be .they
national or international, have Oro.>,'n as a result of the labours of
a small ^roup,- be tney tnialters or otnerwise, of ,,hich taere can be
distinguished one outstanding figure by whose forcefulness and
personality the character of the movement is moulded.

In this manner,

one is led to associate the ru^eci personality of Martin Luther with
trie spirit of trie Refo.rmation in Europe, Abraham Lincoln with
slavery in America, ^ilberforce, Buxton ana Ularkson as pioneers in
the Britisn Empire, Elizaoeth Fry and English Prison Reform and
Unarles Dickens as the friend and champion of the underdo^.

Frequent

references to J . '5.Priestley as "the modern Dicicens" is partial ^roof
tuat Dicicens has becomt: an English institution.

The term "En0 lis.h

Institution" has become so hackneyed as to be extremely aifficul'
£.nd embarrasin0 to explain - especially to a Britisner.

j?or a

foreigner, vaio is spared the avkvi/'ardness of introspection, the task
is easier.

An Englishman's sensitive e.aotions are so deep that he

seldom speaks about them.

.but if th-e olo-rj of the "British Empire,

as a jjOJ-icical ana economic xorce, v.'ere to disappear overni^nt, and
tne outv/ard and visible symbols of majesty ana pomp were to be removea.
British ideals of justice, tolerance, fairplay ana the aoility to
treat triumph and disaster just the seme v/ould never fail to impress
an admirin^ u-orld.

In my opinion, taese ideals have influence-:-: the

Britisa character ana \vay of life, and. tney auounu in the pa^es of
English-Literature.
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<; Jt advance./, jjopular opinion from

It is because Dickens in ais o.vi

the narrow bounaaries of sslfiaa ai.as to thi consideration of the
needs of tae unfortunate, «i tia a vie.v to ameliorating existing
conditions tnat he is recognised as an institution as regards socia}.
I wouia venture trie opinion tnat Shakes.pea.re and Dickens

reform.

are more popular to ^eople outsiue England than any other two English
writers it is ^ossible to select.

lc is douo'cfal wrie ther a.ay otner

writers nave been paid as uiucn critical attention by foreign
scholars.

If this is true, there must be some irresistible quplity

in their work which lifts them out of the category of outstanding
national cnaracters and elevates tnem to the class of the very few
universal ii^-io.rtals.
Though, uickens is regarded as an institution, of all the
great writers of En^lisn literature, ne nas receivel the SiOa.llest
attention froai bio^ra^ners, scholars and c- itics.

As Edmund "Vilson

puts it, tne middle class regard ni^i as "a fauiiliar joke, a favourite
dish ana a Christinas ritual." 1

It is doubtful whether in some

quarters ne is ev^n considereo. as a ^reat artist ana a social critic.
One, in time, ^ets accusto-aeu to hearin^ tnat hia characters are
caricatures, anc, occasionelly, in conversation, there is dropped a
orua^in^ aoUnission tnat Pickwick was one of the best things he ever
wrote;. George Gissin^'s vvork on Dickens is acknowledge

to be ejiong

tne best critical ,/orks on tne subject, and G.K.Chesterton is
regarded as an authority.

1.

See:

The 7,Tound and the Bow
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Edmund Wilson believes tnat soae of Chesterton's conclusions are
excellent; out tnat taere are others wuica "melt av;ay into tao.t
peculiar jjioeudo - ^oetic oooziness vaiicii verbalises vvith lar^e
conceptions and ignores the most obtrusive actualities."

Between

Chesterton and .Bernard Soaw tne reader finds himself in a -whirl.
A jolly Dickens is the ideal of the former while the lat.ter extols
Little Dorrit as typical of the gloomier Dickens.

In the most recent

re-issue of Great Expectations, Shaw's preface depicts Dickens as
almost a Marxist; but ne nolds that "Dickens never nad time to form
a philosophy or to frame a faith."

It nas already been mentioned

that there nardly appears to be a definite universal conception of
Dickens.
Trie fact tuat, as a youn^ author, Dicivens 1 fame was
instantaneous, is no longer news.

Trollope writes "It was manifest

tnat ne could make not only nis own fortune, out tnat of nis
publishers, and tuat ne was a literary hero bound to be worshipped
by sIL literary grades of men, dov/n to tne "devils" 01 the printing
oflice." 1
In tne first Unapter, it nas been ^ointeu out that tne social
novel oweci its birth in tne nineteenth century, mainly to tae works
of Dickens, Disraeli ana Mrs.Gaskeil.

men of .betters (Toackeray) Anthony i'rollope n cy; Co. i,ou. Lonaon 1909
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Disraeli u.iu ^.c^ .GaoAidj-j. approacu.j'j. their work more from, "the
intellectual ^oint of view tnaa from the an^le of righteous indignation,
which is characteristic of tae genius

who has not only felt and

suffered, but also makes his reading puolic feel ana suffer witn tnose
whose cause he championed.

All taree social writers differ in

tneir individua-L temperament as to tae understanding of social
problems.
Gnaries Dickens v*as temperamentally fitted for nis life work.
Tae cnildhood humiliations, wnicn are so v.eli outlined in i'o.rs ter's
biography as well as Dickens' biography in the story of
David Uopperfield, strongly influence^, the author's cnaracter as he
reacaed maturity.

As a result, ne pursueu success witn an earnest-

ness tnat has been 'seldom equalle-.- or surpassed.

Once tae ^oal nad

been reached, it is natural that in tae consciousness of his ^reat
gifts, lie should reflect on the difficulties tnat had to be overcome
and hcvr, easy it coulo. be for an individual witn less character to
succuiiib to tae unequal stru^^ie and embrace a career of vice, robbery,
violence and drunkenness.

Alonou0 a he writes as a representative

of the petit - bourgeois - their sufferings ana aspirations - he is
particularly sympathetic to the lower order, for as a Londoner and
a jouralist, he was fully qualified to write about abuses witn which
he naa grown so familiar.

Ris beliefs in Christian Feudalism do not

display any deep kno«le-,0 e of industrial theories, nor aoes he
^robe into the new labour conditions.

Very often Dicxens lives in

the past - his references to Rochester, Canterbury, the old London
quarters aad nis love for sta^e coaches.

A^ain and again nis panacea

for all social ills was cnarity - political, economic and individual.
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Trie perfection of the individual will lead to the perfection of society.
Froai vvhat we nave seen of nis philosophy, we can imagine this
excerpt from tne JMey, Testament recurring continually in his mind,
rt Faitn, iiope ana Charity - tuese three; but the greatest of tnese is
Chanty."

But Gnarity, as Dickens understood it, was no mere

condescending benevolence, a vague gesture arising out of a superiority
complex.

It was the result of a close ana sympathetic ^identification

of interests with trie object of charity.
We may consiu-j.r his view impracticable; but it was impracticable
oecause fev» ^eople nave tne moral courage ana determination to live
up to the ideals which they profess.

The moa ern age

"Vhich has extolled

the rights of the individual has also sanctioned some of the worst
for.LiiS of economic exploitation tnat tne world nas known.

Therefore,

li Dicicens 1 theory is impracticable one obvious defect is not in the
theory but in eacn individual that constitutes tne political unit.
Dickens expressed grea.t faith in the rights and dignity of the
individual, but more important still, ea.cn individual is considered
wita feelings of humanity.

There is humanity in the way he describes

coaciimeri in uis ^ororait uf Sa.u Weiier aid in nis presentation of
Joe Gargery, ivit's brother-in-law.
The general tnesis of tne novels is stress on poverty and
ricnes and the implications arising out of the disparity.

The

Ido7-o0 period was the period of nis ^rime, the period in which was
v uoiishea all tne novels containing his essential teaching.

His

Christmas philosophy is coasiaerea uo be nis va^ue outline of nis
Christian social feuaclism.

Some critics maintain tnat it was a piiiiosopny which corresponded
to tne needs of an almost extinct society of personal relations,
families and. small-shop units.

One finds it impossible to extol

trie excellence of Onristian philosopny and at tie same time subscribe
to tiie o ejections to Dickens.
A^ains t sucn a bac^0.rouna, the author's hatred for tne Tory
Li-istoctracy of nis day becomes intelligible.

He preacnes tne doctrine

of solidarity, stresses, liice .Disraeli, the duties of tne rich,
and to the poor he. offers advise to avoid violence and hats.

There is

re a.ny reference to Cnarcism and no suggestion of a political
social uoc trine.

Li^e Ga.rlyle, lie tninics revolution logical and

inevitable unxtibd oa^ rulin^, class is ^re^areo. to snoulaer their
responsibility with criarity to all.

Utili tarianisiu ana the doctrines

of Mal thus are strongly oppose'-,.

.

Sensibility and imaginative power are harnessed to specific
cauijjai^ns .

Jj'or exaiUple rie attacks tne scnool system in & i c no la s N i c i\ 1 e by

ana tne poor house system in Oliver 'T.vist.

His attacks on the law

arises from a disapproval of .punishment ana procedure, and includes
tne theory of divorce for the rich only, public executions, ana tne
law as it afiecteo debtors.

Sometimes, altnou^h specific legal

references are .ueaut to oe i.iciacatal, Jickeas cannot resist the
temtaiion to treat tAe.u as episoaes.

1

See Filer. Tne Chimes (Christmas Stories)
Also Scrooge - Gh.rist.Tias Carol
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As a result «•« are confronteu rt itn a, f c ;< c.xa0 ..,erabc;u pictures like
Bard ill V Pickwick in Pick./ick Papers, and. Brass ana Selby in
Dickens knew tae public for whicn ue wrote

Trie Oi a (Juriosity Sao^j.

anu ne was able Lo carry tuem alon0 wion. nim.

In many of the

essential points ne madu, ne was. proved correct by contemporary
events.

The ne-.vs^apers of the tidies, tae deoates in Parliament, even

the literature of the period, teem with stories of unnecessary
larst'iness to paupers.

Old men, suddenly forced into the worknouse,

were separatcu from their wives; mot IB rs v-ere separate^ frdn their
infant caildren .........

In many workhouses the diet was

insufficient for the bare sustenance of life; the medical men
complained that they could not obtain adequate food for their uatients.
This is some proof that, as a writer, he exerted considerable
influence in his day ana he was a strong force on the side of reform.
Factory Acts against the employment of child labour Aere certainly
influenceo. by the revelations in Oliver Twist and in David GoiJi-'erf iela.
The methods Dickens adopted were best suited to his genius.
and to the community in -,/hich ne lived.
the importance of nis Characters.

He acts "by su^estion, hence

Taere can be no doubt about

waicu characters are meant to represent vice oecause they are
often over-portrayed.

GOOCL cnaracters, too, are often over-tainted

so tiiat it uould be imposGible to miss the point of nis teacning.
Everywhere ^oocl ana bad cnaracters display a markea moral
antitaesis, and eventually lead to the clarification of his socia.l
Included in the jallery of unpleasant cnaracters are

^ IV, 365
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business and financial magnates (Dombey) and Utilitarian and
onnouox political economy tneonsta (Ral^n Nicki-by, Scrooge and
Cnu2£le».it).

He exposes faise values of money and pride, and sees

in tne characters representative, enemies of nuraan solidari tj.
Secondary bourgeois vices arise from snobs and senseles aristocrats
He constantly

aio are shov/n to lack ordinary human fealinj.

correlates t.ic ioooj.o.1 ^.ueooion to one moral question.

One is O iven

tne im^..res3io.u Uiac aid uescri^uion uf v.-nat ne nates is governed
by his jjeculiar terajjerainent and his eiuotion, for ne appears to treat
the aristocracy with, unnecessary bitterness.
The pleasant characters in hi's book arc more numerous than the
unpleasant ones.

Thus he inculcates love of the humble better

than nate for tne selfish.

For one first tiiiie we encounter heroes

of novels i/rio are not ^entieuien.
political opponents.

J?or tnis he v/as at tackeu by his

"Tne upper crust was undoubtedly knea.dea

by reformers, vho novi? rule the roast ......

Tne lower we descend in

tne socic.l scale, tne nearer we approacn the brute, devoid of .any
tnou^nt beyond sensual necesbities and gratifications, destruction,
re^rouuction .......

It is ^erfectly natural that Oliver Twist

shoulu be the joy of tne ten-^ounaerd. "^

Anotner v.riter iiiakes tnis

observation:
"They tend to brin.^ the poor into the fairest position for
obtainin^ tne sympathy of the rich ami po.verful, by displaying the
^ooaness anu fortitude often found amidst want ana va-etcnedncss, too
^etner with the intervals of joyousness and comic humour."

1

Ttle Quarterly: Vol. 6. June - October 1339; article IV

2

i^ew Spirit of tne A..e; florae, Vol. 1, P. 70
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Even in tneir abject poverty, Dickens makes the
sympathetic, and this is one of nis greatest influences.

Bob Cratchit

and 'nis family, Kit's mother, tne schoolmaster friend of Little Well
and her ^randfather, "olu Trofo^" of The Chimes - tne,y all possess
tae jjnilosopny of Curistiaas .

Amon0 tne rich tnere are a few exceptions,

Pickv.icA, 7/aru.le, ana tne Cne^r^ bles, ana in jjortra^ in^ tnem, Dickens
approacnes nearest to the Youna, England conception of Disraeli.
"At bottom, all Dickens' novels come dovm to one sentence, this :
Be kind and love; tnere is no true J oy except in the emotions of
tne nea.rt; senu-ibili cy is the whole of man".*1

In this way the union

between sentiment ana altruist is - fleeted, and thus he atie/upts to
restore tne balance after the hard utilitarian influence in tne name
of his own temperament and that of Christian ethics.
If his understanding of industrial problems is shallow, he
is av;are of tne sweateu labour of tne seamstresses in Madauie Mantalini's
establishment, althou^n prior to this most of his humble types are
clerks, ^overnesces etc. who receive treatment as individuals.

Tne

essence of Dickens' social novels is a deep emotion towards the
existing inequalities of life that can be remedied.

His influence was

deep, for not only was he able to present the case for reform, but he
stirred tne rulin^ class into activity by reminding them tnat something had to be done to avert revolution.

He sho\;ed the average man

as a citizen v.-itn ri^ht to sympathetic consideration in a land of
in

economic conditions.

1 Literature of En^lana, Taine, V, 63
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maintains;
eoy tau^nt him his power as a social reformer

again and again he repeated this success.

Oliver Tv;ist had a twofold

moral purpose: to exhibit the evil v;orking of the Poor Lav;s Act,
and to e-,ive a faithful picture of trie life of tnieves in Lonaon.
Tne motives hun^ well to^etner for in Dickens' view the pauper system
was directly responsible for excessive crime ....

He is tne tnorougn

going advocate of the poor."
George Orwell makes the interesting point that "Dickens
seems to nave succeeded in attacking everybody a.nd antagonising
nobOG^".0

That his aim is to see a change in human nature and not

so much society - "If men woula behave aecently the worla could be
aecent.'' To present tne case for children he stands inside tne cnild's
mind and ^ives vent to its secret agonies.

The early nineteentn

century was certainly not a period when much sympathy was wasted on
cuiidren.
bar.

Boys were nan^eu for theft and cnildren were tried at the

A current doctrine was tuat of "breaking tne cnild's spirit"

and gives ideas of cnila discipline.

Naughty cnilaren were sometimes

compelled to eat tneir dinners under a ^ibbet from v/hich the rotting
corpse of a murderer was suspended.

It is common knowledge that

cnildren as youn^ as six v.'orked under merciless masters in saw and
cotton mills.

3o Jicicens' sentiments find almost universal appeal

a.nd he is loved not because tne sentiment is his own but because it is
representative of the class for which be fought.

Imaiortal Dicke.ns_ - George Gissing (Cecil Palmer) Lonaon 19<lo, P. ^9
"
See Insiae tne Vaiaie - George Orwell - London 1^40
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"Chesterton considers him a brand of mediaeval! Sin, T.A.Jackson
rt^&ras him ass a blooa- thirsty revolutionary, Marxists considers
him almost a Marxist, Catholics - almost a Catnolic, Marxist and
Ca one-lies regard him as champion of proletariat, and finally
ifladesha Krupskaya in a book on Lenin relates that Lenin considered
Christinas Carol full of "bourgeois sentiment 1 'I 1
claims are easily explained.

These conflicting

Dickens rises above tue level of

of narrow nationalism because of a real largeness of mind, a belief
in the universal brotherhood of me.n, a negative political attitude
ana a lack of imperialistic feelin^.
as to be unaware of it.

He is so mucn an Englishman

For this reason, his social teaching gains

a hearing in every land i/»nere English literature is read and
appreciate^..
stupidity.

Inoividual or nations.i vciience is, to him, ^ross
For him, riuman progress is moral progress, though he can-

not be called a iteligious ma.n as he is more concerned with practice
than theory.

Today more people than ever are responsive to the idea

of human brotherhood, to vvhich idea Dickens gave great impetus.
The existence of a, Dickens Pelio-.vsnip today, that aims to spread
the love of humanity which is the keynote of all his work, is sufficient
proof that the author's influence .is alive and active.

Between 1903

and 1923, tne membership expanded from 3,464 to 50,000.
end
At the/ of nearly two thousand years of civilised progress,
is only vaguely realisin 0 tnat tne nappiness or misery of the
ass aepenas u^on tue welfare of tue indiviaual.

1

Inside the 'Tha.le. - George Orwell - Chap. 1

After tne two most
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ulo uay woriu wars in history, tne worla iias be aun to awaken to the
lot oi tile oruiuarj coition man of every country and to ensure for
everyone;, fr«euom from fear ana freedom irom vvant.

Si.ice Diokons 1

lay much has bean aona - tne welfare and proper eaucation of children
a ad youaj people ig receiving a j;rsat deal of attention; thsre aas
recently been ^reat indignation over the cese of parents Vvho have
ill-treated tneir youn^, daughter. 1

Great plans nave been drawn up,

and in some cases are in operation, to destroy slum life ana all its
attendant evils.

There is talk of an enquiry into the possibility

of abolishin^ capital punishment.

There are prisons witnout bolts

ana bars. 1 Criminals who neea it receive expert psychological treatment, ana there are si &ns that bencn. and bar approach their duties
witn loftier aiuis.

Of the evils which Dickens attacked tnere is a

strong national consciousness in England now.

The iJatioxial Health

Service Sill will ensure that every man, woman and child in the
country will receive the best medical attention that their particular
aliments require.
walKs aoroad.

All tnese are proof that the spirit of Dickens

In this new spiritual consideration tne people of other

parts of tne Empire share.

Jt is no longer true to maintain that

1

See The Titchner case on behalf of Jean Titchner

-

Note: "The .Birmingham Mail" : £,0.XI.1931 reports an interview ..vith
v
' G.P. .Chesterton durin0 \.liich he revealed "Captain Chesterton,
tne Governor of Colabatnfields Prison, a contemporary of
Dickens, a ^reat-^rana uncle of mine, achieved some
aiiielioratioh in the lot of i".-v~ prisoners unuer his charge. He
introduced tne modern idea of comfort, cleanliness, oruerly
reform and discipline, into his prison. He v/as a O reat and
close friend of Dickens; so some such beneficial result, arisin^ out of the novelist's attacks, seems to have been realissa,
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tue ola spirit of Imperialism and Exploitation is unaltered.

Cryin^
!j

abases in tne Empire, in Indie, in Africa and in the V/est Indies are
receiving attention.

Colonial development and welfare schemes to

brina nappiness and prosperity to millions, are in operation, scnemes

I

wnica involve millions of jjounds from tne pocket of the British taxpayer.

i
!

Tiie bitterest critics of tne English will grud^in^ly admit

their inherent fairness and devotion to an accepted principle.

To

;i

the principle of sympathy for the underdo^, help to the weak and

;

justice to ell men, this tnesis maintains tnat by his life work,
Dickens nas contributed more tnan any other writer; and tnat he has

I

^ reached tnat social reform ana consideration, arising out of the inherent!
decency of mankind, is more than an academic ideal.

As Field Marsoal oi.u&

very aptly presents tne case: "It is ^encrrlly aamitted that there are
great economic and social evils.

They have to be removed.

This can ana

must oe done without our resorting to new plans or new orders Vvhich
may affect and undermine fundamental ideas and principles.

Fundamentally,

tne \vorla'has no need of a new order or a new plan, but only of the
honest and courageous application of the historic Christian idea.

Our

Christian civilization is based on eternal order, an endless plan in
trie message of Cnrist.

His message is 'Gherisn in love your fellow-

man irrespective of race or Ia.x^aa0 e; cnerish and kee^ the divine
idea in your neart as tne ni^nes'c 0 oocL'."

1 From an address delivered by Field-Marshal Smuts at rotchefstroom ~
Marca 25th 1942

